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Abstract

It is well known that corrosion exists everywhere and its effects cause either loss

of life, environmental problems or costly situations. Inevitably the metals used by

engineers today will coaode, unless measures are taken ίη advance so as to control and

thereby minirnize the risk of coaosion within the expected serνice life of components

and structures.

Indeed, the prevention is preferable than "cure", Thus, ίη the present study

preventive measures acquired by the Pourbaix diagrams, are discussed, ίn order to

obtain an integrated superνision for control of coaosion ίη metallic structures. Marcel

Pourbaix has developed a unique and concise method of surnmarizing the corrosion

thermodynamic information for a given metal exposed ίη aqueous solutions ίη a

characteήstίc Ε-ρΗ (potential-pH) diagrams. Pourbaix diagrams ίn the presence of

Sulphur have been analyzed and constructed for 3 different steeIs (Fe, Ρ5, Ρ9) at three

temperatures through the ThermoCalc software. Besides these diagrams, comparative

plots are also provided for the steels under consideration, indicating the "safe"

operation regions for each environment. The criticaI value ofthe Ecorr ίη each case has

been determined.

The results may be used as a guidance for the design of Cathodic protection

systems.
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Περίληψη

Έχει παρατηρηθεί ότι η διάβρωση υπάρχει παντού και η επίδρασή της μπορεί να

προκαλέσει τόσο περιβαλλοντικές καταστροφές και απώλειες της ανθρώπινης ζωής,

όσο και σημαντικά κόστη σε τομείς της βιομηχανίας και όχι μόνο. Αναπόφευκτα τα

μέταλλά που χρησιμοποιούνται από τους μηχανικούς σε κατασκευές θα διαβρωθούν

εφόσον δεν ληφθούν αξιόπιστα μέτρα αντιμετώπισης της διάβρωσης για όλο τον

προδιαγεγραμμένο χρόνο λειτουργίας τους.

Πράγματι, "το προλαμβάνειν κρείττον του θεραπεύειν", έτσι στην παρούσα

διπλωματική εργασία μελετώνται τα μέτρα που μπορούν να ληφθούν για μια

ολοκληρωμένη εποπτεία του ελέγχου και περιορισμού της διαβρωτικής

δραστηριότητας στις μεταλλικές κατασκευές. Ο Marcel Pourbaix έχει αναπτύξει μια

περιεκτική μέθοδο συνοψίζοντας τα θερμοδυναμικά δεδομένα της διάβρωσης για

συγκεκριμένο μέταλλο μέσα σε διαγράμματα Ηλεκτροχημικού Δυναμικού-ρΗ. Τα

διαγράμματα αυτά κατασκευάζονται και αναλύονται για περιβάλλον με υψηλή

περιεκτικότητα σε Θείου (8) για 3 χάλυβες (Fe, Ρ5, Ρ9) και για τρεις διαφορετικές

θερμοκρασίες, με την χρήση του λογισμικού ThermoCalc που είναι εγκατεστημένο στο

Εργαστήριο Υλικών. Τα αποτελέσματα παρουσιάζονται σε συγκριτικά διαγράμματα

για τους τρεις χάλυβες που μελετήθηκαν προκειμένου να εξαχθούν συμπεράσματα για

τα όρια χρήσης του κάθε υλικού στα αντίστοιχα διαβρωτικά περιβάλλοντα.

Προσδιορίστηκε για κάθε περίπτωση το δυναμικό διάβρωσης (Ecou) που

αποτελεί κύριο δεδομένο εισόδου για το σχεδιασμό συστημάτων καθοδικής

προστασίας.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Aim and structure of the diploma thesis

The aim of this work is to apply the Pourbaix diagrams for the Thennodynamic

prediction of the cοποsίοn p11enomena encountered ίη refineries ίη the presence of

Sulphur rich environments. The thesis is divides ίη 5 chapters, which are briefly

presented hereinafter.

ln Chapter One general aspects of cοποsίοn are reviewed and the motivation for

the cuπent work is discussed.

In Chapter Two the literature review is presented. The revlew presents the

thermodynamic background of cοποsίοnand the theory behind Pourbaix diagrams and

explains how these diagrams can be utilized for the control of the several Cοποsίοn

phenomena.

ln Chapter Three the Pourbaix 's anatomy is provided.

In Chapter Four the Pourbaix diagrams calculated by employing the Thenno-Calc

software are depicted.

In Chapter Five, the conclusions came out from this thesis are presented alongside

to the future work recommendations.

Απ Appendix is included at the end, which provides the two different modules of

Thermo-Calc involved ίη the calculations ofthe study.
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1.2 Defmition of Cοποsίοn

Almost all metals and alloys are unstable ίη the earth's atmosphere and will always

be susceptible to cοποsίοη i.e., conversion to a lower energy inorganic compound, such

as carbonate (salts ofcarbonic acid), sulfide or oxide. Thus, the metals and alloys used

by engineers today are all in metastable state and will cοποde, at a rate dependent οη

the environment, unless steps are taken to minimize the ήsk of cοποsίοη for the

expected serνice life ofthe component. Unfortunately, while this fact is known by the

majority of engineers, cοποsίοη resistance is often relegated to a lower ρήοήtΥ when

mateήals are selected οη the basis of those properties essential to the specific

application, such as strength, stiffness and electrical conductivity. The result is that

cοποsίοη is ubiquitous, occurήng ίη all forrns of engineering materials from

microelectronics to orthopedic implants to major civil infrastructures and to the

everyday objects in our lives. [1]

Cοποsίοη can be defined ίη several ways: destruction or deteήοratίοη of the

material because of reaction with its environment, destruction of materials by means

other than straight mechanical and extractive metallurgy ίη reverse. Another definition

[Ι) is: Cοποsίοη is the result of an electrochemical process involving an anodic

reaction, the metal goes into solution as an ίοη, and a cathodic reaction takes place

where the electrons released by the anodic reaction are discharged to maintain electrical

neutrality by reaction with ions ίη solution. Cοποsίοη resistance or chemical resistance

depends οη many factors, and its complete and comprehensive study requires

knowledge of several fields of sciences including chemistry, metallurgy and biology

when microorganisms deteriorate the surfaces of metals. Like all technologies,

cοποsίοη science has its own jargon. The material or agent attacking a metal or other

substrate is generally refeπed to as the cοποsίνe and the material under chemical attack

is the cοποdeηt and the process is refeπed to as cοποsίοη. For example, a cοποdeηt is

said to be cοποded by a cοποsίνe. The National Association of CοποsίοηEngineers

(NACE) is an excellent source of additional published technical information and

conferences of the subject of corrosion.
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The most familiar and often used categorization of cοποsίοη is probably the eight

forms presented by Fontana [2], This classification of cοποsίοη was based οη νisual

characteήstίcs οη the morphology of attack. The forms are discussed below.

Un((orm Attack

• This is also called general cοποsίοη, is the most common form ofcorrosion. The

surface effect produced by most direct chemical attacks (e.g., as by an acid) is a

uniform etching of the metal. The metal becomes thinner and eνentually fails

Fig 1: Uniform Attack

GalνanicCorrosion

• Α potential difference usually exists between two dissimilar metals when they

are immersed ίη a cοποsίνe or conductiνe solution. Ifthese metals are placed ίη

contact, this potential difference produces electron f10w between them (ίο the

presence of electrolyte). Cοποsίοη of the less cοποsίοη-resίstaηce metal is

usually increased and attack of the more resistant material is decreased, as

compared with the behaνior of these metals when they are not ίη contact. The

less resistant metal becomes anodic and the more resistant metal cathodic.

Usually the cathodic metal cοποdes νery little or not at all ίη this type ofcouple.

The Galνanic cοποsίοn is also called Two-Metal Cοποsίοη.

3



Fig 2: Ga/vanic Corrosion

Pitting Corrosion

• Pitting cοποsίοn is a form of extremely localίzed attack that results ίη holes ίη

the metal. These holes may be small or large ίη diameter, but ίη most cases they

are relatively small. Pits are sometimes isolated or so close together that they

look like a rough surface. Generally, a pit may be described as a cavity or hole

with the surface diameter about the same as or less than the depth. Pittίng is one

of the most destructive and ίnsidious forms of cοποsίοη.

Fig 3: Pitting Corrosion
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Creνice Corrosion

• Creνice is the couosion produced at the region ofcontact of metals with metals

or metals with nonmetals. It may occur at washers, under bamacles, at sand

grains, under protectiνe films, and at pockets formed by threaded joints. This

type of attack is usuaILy associated with smalL νolumes of stagnant solution.

Fig 4: Crevice Corrosion

Intergranular Corrosion

• Under certain conditions, grain interfaces are νery reactiνe and intergranular

couosion results. Localized attack at grain boundaries with relatiνely little

couosion of the grains, is intergranular corrosion. lntergranular couosion can

be caused by impurities at the graίn boundaries, enrichment of one of the

alloying elements, or depletion of one of these elements ίη the graίn boundary

areas.
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Fig 5: Intergrαnulαr Corrosion

Erosion Corrosion

• Erosion corrosion is the result of a combination of an aggressive chemical

environrnent and high fluid-surface velocities.

Fig 6: Erosion Corι"osion

Stress Corrosion Cracking

• Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) refers to cracking caused by the simultaneous

presence of tensile stress and a specific corrosive medium. During stress

corrosion cracking, the metal or alloy is virtually unattacked over most of its

surface, while fme cracks progress through ίι This crackίng phenomenon has

6



serious consequences sίnce ίι can occur at stresses within the range of typical

design stress.

Fig 7: Stress Corrosion Cracking

Selective Leaching

• Is the removal of one element from a solid alloy by corrosion processes. The

most common example is the selective removal of zinc ίn brass alloys

(dezίncification). Similar processes occur ίη other alloy systems ίn which

aluminum, ίroη, cobalt, chromium, and other elements are removed. Selective

leachίng is the general term that describes these processes, and its use precludes

the creation of terms such as dealumίnumification, decobaltίfication,

7



Fig 8: Selective Leaching ofzincfrom brass

1.3 Impact of Couosion

The effects of cοποsίοη ίη our daily lives can causes either loss of life,

environmental problems or costly situations. For example, the sudden collapse because

of cοποsίοη fatigue of the Silver Bridge over the Ohio River at Point Pleasant, ΟΗ ίη

1967 resu1ted in the loss of461ives and cost millions ofdollars (5g,2). Another incident

has been οccuπed ίη northem Alaska οη 2 March, 2006 when approximately 1 million

liters of crude οίl leaked from a cοποded transit pipeline and covered two acres of

snow-covered tundra with environmental consequences (Fig 1Ο).

Fig 9: The collapse ofSilver Bridge, Ohio 1967
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Fig 1Ο: Οίl leak in Alaska, 2006

Metallic corrosion is a major loss-producing

phenomenon ίη many sectors of a nation's economy.

This is because corrosion results ίη loss of metals and materials, energy, labor, etc.,

which would have been cοntήbutίνelΥ productive otherwise for some other usefιιl

purpose. Revie and Uhlig [J]' [1] divide the losses due to corrosion into two categories:

• Direct loss

• Indirect loss

Direct losses:

• Cost of replacing corrodedlfailed structures/equipments/components,

• Painting and re-painting of corrosion-prone structures to prevent general

atmospheric corrosion,

• Costs involved ίη all other protective measures, such as cathodic protection,

inhibitor addition, protective coating/wrapping/cladding, galvanizing,

electroplating, etc.,

• Extra cost involved in choosing corrosion-resistant alloys (CRAs) such as

stainless steels, nickel base alloys, titanium, etc. ίη the place of carbon steels

which would have been otherwise suitable from mechanical/ structural points

ofview, and
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• Cost of dehumidifying storage rooms for storing metallic componentsl

equipment and spare parts, etc. before they are put into use.

lndirect losses are like consequential losses that add heavily, many times very

heavily, to the direct losses outlined above. These indirect losses include:

• Loss-of-Production (Downtime) Cost: This factor alone, many times, is orders

of magnitude higher than the direct replacement cost,

• Product loss through leaks/failures due to coaosion: This also would be very

heavy if the equipment is concemed is a pressure vessel and high pressure

pipeline caπying huge quantities offmishedproducts under pressure like utility

gas separated ftom οίl, purified potable water through water mains, high

pressure steam, etc.,

• Loss of efficiency ίη heat transfer equipment and pipelines: Accumulation of

coaosion product scales οη pipelines and οη heat transfer surfaces reduces the

pumping and heat transfer efficiency, respectively, thereby necessitating

increased power Ιο the pumps and heat exchangers,

• Contamination and hence rejection of product: Heavy metal impurities as a

result of coaosion of the container equipments and transfer pipelines would

result in total rejection of several batches (huge quantities) of the carefully

produced (value added) chemical product,

• Over-design: Giving "coaosion' allowance," thereby USlllg vessels with

thickness much greater than that demanded by mechanical requirements

amounts to over-design and adds υρ to huge indirect cost involved ίη providing

excess metal for coaosion Ιο take place.

Discussing in numbers, a 2002 Federal study, initiated by NACE [,2] provides

economical details about coaosion costs ίη the United States. According to this study,

the direct cost of metallic coaosion annually is $276. This represents the 3.1 % of the

U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Fig 11) ίη 1998. However, this report leaves out

the enormous tally ofthe indirect costs, which is at least as much as the direct costs.

Also it is referred that Corrosion is so prevalent and takes so many forms that its

occurrence and associated costs cannot be eliminated completely. However, ίι has been

estimated that 25 to 30% of the annual corrosion costs in the U.S. could be saved if
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optimum cοποsίοηmanagement practices were employed. Finally, ίη the results ofthe

study it was mentioned that since metallic cοποsίοηaffects every U.S. industry sector,

the development ofControl programs remains a critical issue.

It should be also refeπed that the cοποsίοη affects the ΟίΙ & Gas industry globally

ίη a crucial economic level [1] as it is displayed ίη Table 1.

Direct Corrosion Costs: $276 billion (3.1% of υ.5. GDP)

1998 υ.5. GDP ($8.79 trillion)

Fig 11: The impαct ΟΙCorrosion on the US. economy

Tαble 1: Cost olCorrosion in Oίl & Gαs industry

Region Cost of Corrosion

Gas Pipeline Industry (North America) $80 million per year purchased ίη coatings to coat new
pipelines and recoat existίng pipelines

ΟίΙ and Gas (Agip/ General Italian Οίl about $0.40 per bauel of οί! produced, the economic impact
Company) ofcouosion

Οίl and Gas (North Sea production platforms) 60% of all maintenance costs related to corrosion, directly or
indίrectly

Pipelines (Gas and Liquid Transmission, USA) - $7 billion (ίη 1998)
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1.4 Sulphur environments ίn Petroleum industry

The petroleum industry contains a wide variety of corrosive environments while

some of these are unique to this industry. Corrosion problems occur ίη the petroleum

industry ίη at last three general areas: (1) production, (2) transportations and storage,

and (3) refinery operations.

Ιη Production the sour oil wells handle οίl with higher sulfur contents that sweet

wells and represent a more corrosive environment. In high Hydrogen Sulphide wells

there may be severe attack οη the casing ίη the upper part of the well where the space

is filled with gas. Water vapor condenses ίη this area picks υρ H2S and C02.

Most of the corrosion difficulties ίη refineries are due to inorganics such as water,

H2S, C02, sulfuric acid, and sodium chloride, and not to the organics themselves. For

this reason, the petroleum industry has much ίη common with the chemical industry.

Corrosive agents may be classified into general categories: (ι) those present feedstock

or crude οίl, and (2) those associated with processes or control.

Furthermore, within Refinery Operations Hydrogen Sulphide, mercaptans and

other Sulphide compounds are present ίη many of the crudes and gases processed by

refmeries. These are removed by reaction with sodium hydroxide, iron oxide, or sodium

carbonate, but for various reasons they are frequently not removed until the final

operation is approached. Corrosion problems are associated with the refining process

itself or with processes utilized to remove Sulphur compounds.

It is also important to be mentioned that water is usually present ίη crude oils and

complete removal is difficult. Water acts as an electrolyte and causes corrosion. It also

tends to hydrolyze other materials, particulariy chlοήdes, and thus forms an acidic

environment. [2"]

Hydrogen Sulphide impact:

Hydrogen sulphide, when dissolved in water, is a weak acid and is therefore

corrosive because it is a source of hydrogen ions. Ιη the absence ofbuffering ions, water

equilibrated with 1 atm ofH2S orC02 (often referred to as acid gases) has a ρΗ ofabout
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4. Howeνer, under conditions of high-pressure hydrocarbon formations, ρΗ νalues as

low as 3 haνe been obserνed. In some cases, buffering species ίη produced water (such

as bicarbonate) can result ίη higher ρΗ νalues than expected based οη just the amount

of acid gases present. This can haνe a direct mitigating effect οη couosion rate and, ίη

some cases, promote the formation of protectiνe corrosion films, thus reducing the

couosion rate Ιο νery low leνels.

Hydrogen sulphide can also play other roles ίη couosion ίη οίΙ and gas production.

The sulphur οη the metal surface resulting from the H2S couosion reaction readily acts

as a catalyst Ιο promote absorption ofatomic hydrogen ίηιο the couoding steel. Atomic

hydrogen-also refeued Ιο as nascent hydrogen (H!)-is formed by the cathodic

reduction of hydrogen ions. This accounts for its role ίη promoting SSC (Sulphide

Stress Cracking), HIC (Hydrogen Inc/uded Cracking), and SOHIC (Stress-oriented

Hydrogen Inc/uded Cracking) in steels. Stress-couosion cracking is usually found ίη

steel with a yield strength greater than approximately 550 MPa (80 ksi), whereas HIC

and SOHIC are found ίη low-strength steels less than 550 MPa (80 ksi).

Hydrogen sulphide also reacts with elemental sulphur. In a gas phase with a high

H2S partial pressure, sulphanes (free-acid forms ο[ a polysulfide) are formed so that

elemental sulphur is rendered mobile and is produced along with the remaining gaseous

constituents. Howeνer, as the pressure decreases traνeling υρ the production tubing, the

sulphanes dissociate and elemental sulphur precipitates. Production enνironments with

H2S and sulphur haνe been found Ιο be more seνere from the couosion and EAC

standpoint than enνironments with H2S alone. Various solνent treatments are used Ιο

aνoid plugging by such sulphur, but their effect οη couosion and EAC need also to be

considered duήηg eνaluation.

In the aqueous phase, under acidic conditions, su1phanes are also largely

dissociated ίηιο H2S and elemental sulphur. Howeνer, enough strongly oxidizing

species can remain either as polysulfide ions or as traces of sulphanes Ιο play a

significant role in couosion reactions. Oxygen contamination of sour (H2S-containing)

systems can also result ίη the formation of polysulfide and/or the precipitation of

elemental sulphur generally leading Ιο an increase ίη couosiνity.

Iron sulphide couosion products can be important ίη couosion control. Because of

the low solubility, rapid precipitation, and mechanical properties of such corrosion
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products, velocity effects are not as coιmnonly encountered ίη sour (H2S-containing)

systems as ίη sweet (C02- containing) systems. Howeνer, this effect can also be

influenced by the morphology and actual crystalline form of iron sulphide, which can

depend οη temperature and H2S concentration, among other factors.

The great range of possible iron sulphide cοποsίοη products and their possible

effects οη cοποsίοη have been extensiνely studied. This continues to be an area of

interest ίη cοποsίοη control and prediction. At lower temperatures and νery low H2S

partial pressures, a somewhat protectiνe sulphide film often forms. The absence of

chΙ0ήde salts strongly promotes this condition, and the absence ofoxygen is absolutely

essential. Under these conditions, the formation of a sulphide film often results ίη a

remarkable decrease ίη cοποsίοη rate when compared to similar conditions (C02 οηlΥ)

without H2S.

At the high temperatures (150 to 230 _C, or 300 to 450 _Ρ) and H2S partial

pressures (hundreds to thousands ofpounds per square inch) encountered ίη deep sour

gas wells, a so-called barnacle type of localized cοποsίοη can occur, resulting ίη

cοποsίοη rates of several hundred mils per year. This type of attack is strongly

promoted by sulfidic species and requires the presence of some minimum chΙοήde

concentration. Although initially recognized ίπ deep sour well environments, this same

mechanism may operate at lower temperature ίη pipelines where high leνels ofH2S and

high chloride concentrations are obserνed.

In the barnacle mechanism (Fig. 12), cοποsίοη can be sustained beneath thick but

porous iron sulphide deposits (primarily pyrrhotite, FeS) because the FeS surface is an

effectiνe cathode. The anodic reaction beneath the FeS deposit is dependent οη the

presence of a thin layer of concentrated iron chloride (FeCI2) at the Fe/FeS interface.

This interνening FeCl2 layer is acidic due to feποus ίοη hydrolysis, thus preνenting

precipitation of FeS directly οη the cοποding steel surface and enabling the anodic

reaction to be sustained by the cathodic reaction οη the external FeS surface. [lQ]
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Fig 12: Bαrnαcle mechαnism ο/sour pitting corrosion. {l Ο. pαge 9247

In a previous study conducted at the Laboratory of Materials ίη Mechanical

Engineering Department of University of Thessaly [ll], it was shown that the most

frequent couosion failure ίη οίΙ refineries is the high temperature couosion, including

sulphidation and oxidation. The equipment most affected includes fumace equipment

and heat exchangers. The type of mateήals that suffered more is the low-alloy steels as

well as the carbon steels. Furthermore, it seems that the most couosive environment

among those under consideration ίη the case studies is that containing sulphur (Fig 13).
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Percentage results for corrosion environments

Fig 13: Pie chart demonstrating several types ΟΙcorrosion environments that lead (οlaίlure.

[11]

As shown clearly ίη Fig. 13 the 35% of the failures are cοπelated to the sulphur

containing environments, and this finding was motivated the cuπent work.
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1.5 Thermodynamic Prediction of Cοποsίοnand Pourbaix diagrams

In order to obtain an integrated supervision for control and inhibition of cοποsίοη

rate ίη metallic structures, scientists are developing new methods to predict the results

of every specific system, because the prevention is better than "cure".

Marcel Pourbaix has developed a unique and concise method of summarizing the

cοποsίοη thermodynamic information for a given metal ίη a useful potential-pH

diagram. These diagrams indίcate certain regions of potential and ρΗ where the metal

undergoes cοποsίοη and other regions of potential and ρΗ where the lnetal is protected

from cοποsίοη. Such diagrams are usually called "Pourbaix diagrams" but are

sometimes called "equίΙίbήum diagrams" because these diagrams apply to conditions

where the metal is ίη equilibrium with its environment. Α deep knowledge upon these

diagrams would be ηecessaήΙΥ ίη cοποsίοη control. Further detailed explanation and

interpretation of Pourbaix diagrams will be conducted in the following chapters.

Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Thermodynamics of Cοποsίοn

The thermodynamic aspects of cοποsίοη, whether for aqueous cοποsιοη or

gaseous cοποsίοη, are discussed first [li]. Thermodynamics set the framework ofwhat

is possible and what is ηοΙ It predicts the direction in whίch the changes ofthe system

can occur. Whίle does not provide any information οη the rate ofthe reaction.

The cοποsίοη of metals and alloys involves oxidation from their metallic state and

therefore must obey the thermodynamic criteria. Apart from gold and platinum, the rest

of the metals are found in nature as ores (oxide, sulphίdes, etc.). So, considerable

amount ofenergy is consumed to convert the ores to metals and as a result, they remain

at higher energy leνels than their cοπeSΡοηdίηg ores. Therefore, most of these metals

tend to go back to their low energy state (oxides, chlorides, sulphates, etc.) οη exposure

to environments. 1ron ίη a representative example is illustrated ίη Fig.14. 1t is interesting
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to note that cοποsίοn, as a process, releases energy and so is spontaneous in nature.

This indeed is a serious problem for almost all the engίneeήηg metals and alloys.

[fI.The Gibbs free energy is given by the following equation:

>.
Ι?
φ

c:
W

ΔG = -ve (negαtive)

Fe

(2.1)

ρ.

\ -:
\ Jr

\ ~\ τ-)ο

\ Jr

\~
\

\
\ ρ.

\1:
\,%

Rust

Τransition states

Fig 14: The physical meaning ofcorrosion

Regarding to the process of cοποsίοη, οη a corroding metal surface, anodic and

cathodic reactions occur ίη a coupled manner at different places οη the metal surface

[Fig. 15].

For the example of iron, the reactions are as follows:

At anodic sites:

At cathodic sites:

Overall reaction:

Fe -7 Fe+2 + 2e'
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Fe+2

Ο
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Fig 15: Coupled electrochemical reactions

Αη electron potential exists across the metal/solution interface as illustrated ίη Fig.16.

etal Solulion (Ι Μ ίη Μ+
η
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Θ Θ
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Fig 16: The free energy change.for an electrochemical process

The free energy change for an electrochemical process when all the reactants and

products are ίη their standard states is given by:

ΔG = -nFEo
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where n is the number ofelectrons transfeued, F is the Faraday, and ΕΟ is the electrode

potentiaI. The negative sign above is required to make spontaneous electrochemical

reactions

Its change is couelated to the change in enthalpy (ΔΗ) and entropy (ΔS) associated

with any couosion reaction.

ΔG = ΔΗ-ΤΔS

The Nernst Equation

(2.3)

The Nemst equation [l[] allows calculation of the half-cell potential for some

other concentmtion in terms of the standard electrode potentiaI.

Consider a general electrochemical reaction:

αΑ + bB + ne -+ cC + dD (2.4)

Where a and b are the numbers ofmoles ofthe reactants Α and Β respectively.

Furthermore,

ΔG = Σ νίμί (products) - ΣVίμί(reαctαnts)
ί ί

Or

(2.5)

(2.6)

But for the solids and liquids the following equation is applied:

Thus,

μ . = μ~ + RTlnα·
ι ι ι

μc = μ~ + RTlnαc

μD = μg + RTlnαD
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Substitution of the equations above ίη Eq. 2.6 gives

ΔG = c[μ~ + RT1nac] + d[μg + RT1naD ] - α[μ~ + RT1naA] - b[μ~ + RT1naB ]

Grouping terms gives

[
aCadj

ΔG = [cμ~ + dμg - αμ~ - bμ~] + RT1n ~ ~
αΑαΒ

But from this equation:

(2.8)

ΔGΟ = cμ~ + dμg - αμ~ - bμ~ (2.9)

The Eq. 2.8 becomes

With ΔΟ = -nFE and ΔΟΟ = -Nfeo, Eq. 2.10 becomes

ο 2.303RT a~ag
Ε = Ε - nF 10g--;;tj

αΑαΒ

(2.10)

(2.11)

Which is the Nemst equation. This equation IS very useful ία the analysis of

electrochemical cells and ίη the construction of Pourbaix diagrams.

At 25°C, the Eq 2.11 can be wήtten as

ο O.OS91RT a~ag
Ε =Ε - 10g--

n aaab
Α Β

Moreover,

The equilibrium constant for Eq. 2.4 is

So that Eq. 2.10 can be written as

ΔG =ΔGΟ + RT1nK

At equilίbήum, ΔΟ=Ο so that Eq 2.14 becomes

ΔGΟ = -RT1nK

or
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ΔCΟ = -2.303RTlogK (2.16)

This equation is useful because it is the link between the standard free energy change

and the equilibrium constant for a reaction.

Equilibrium n. tant
Κ

/
ΔGO=- RTlnK

/
G =-nFE

ιαrιdardel trod

ΡOιeηιίal.

Fig 17: Summary ΟΙthe relationship between ΔGΟ• EJ andΚ

2.2 Aqueous cοποsίοn and Potential measurements

The couosion of metallic mateήaΙs at ambient or relatiνely low temperature is

mainly due to the water ίη contact with them. The aqueous phase can be neutral, acid

or basic. Aqueous couosion is an electrochemical process with origins ίη the

characteήstίcs of eΙectήcaΙ conduction of the two phases: electronic conduction ίη the

metal phase and ionic conduction ίη the aqueous phase, also called the electrolyte. The

electrochemical reactions enable the charge transfers οη the interface between metal

(electrode) and the electrolyte [[Ι.

The reaction ofthe metal oxidation (anodic reaction) can be written as shown below:

(2.17)
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Ιη the metal- electrolyte interface, the metal is oxidized to form positively charged

ions that go into solution ίη the liquid or they can form solid compounds such as oxides,

which remain οη the metal. This reaction ofoxidation releases electrons which must be

consurned to ensure electrical neutrality. This is why one or more reactions of reduction

of oxidizing chemical species (cathodic reactions) present ίη the aqueous phase

necessarily happens simultaneously at the interface. If the solution is oxygenated, the

dissolved 02 gas is reduced to hydroxide ions, this reaction is favored in neutral or

alkaline conditions, οη the other hand, ίη acidic solutions, protons are reduced to form

hydrogen gas.

The anodic reactions can be written as shown below:

02(0) + 2H20(l) + 4e- ~ 40Heaq)

2HCaq )+ 2e- ~ H2(g)

(2.18)

(2.19)

The products ofthe reactions are ions which can remain ίη solution or react to give

a precipitate (corrosion product) according to the reaction:

(2.20)

The cοποsίοη ίη an aqueous environrnent υρ to the supercritical temperatures is

influenced by the solution characteristics and material-related factors such as:

• Ph

• Temperature

• Density

• Electrochemical potential ofthe solution

• Activity ofthe anions

• Surface quality ofthe mateήaΙ

• Chemical Composition

• Heat treatment (lf applied)

• Purity Level
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Use ΟΙNernst Equation in aqueous solution:

The best way to examine the application ofNemst equation to an electrochemical

reaction is to apply this to the oxidation of iron. One can start with an (electrochemical)

equi1ibrium process involving Fe and Fe2+ (consider a piece ofmetallic iron immersed

ίη an aqueous solution having Fe2+ ions) and then examine what prompts the

equilibrium to drift towards oxidation. This equi1ibrium can be represented:

3Fe 2+ + 2e- = Fe

The couesponding Nemst equation is:

RT αFe
E=Eo--In-

2F αFe2+

(2.21)

(2.22)

Look.ing at Eq. 2.21, it can be said that the standard potential equals equilibrium

potential, should the activity of Fe (product ίη any equίΙίbήum) and Fe2+ (reactants ίη

any equίιibήum) becomes unity. Such an equilibrium potential is called standard

potentia1. Values of standard potential are displayed ίη Table 2. Such a series is called

electro motive force (ΕΜΡ) seήes. The following characteristics of the ΕΜΡ series are

important to understand the corrosion tendency of any metal.

• Hydrogen equίΙίbήumbears zero value. This value, ίη fact, is not measured but

assigned to this equίΙίbήum.

• The other potentials are measured with respect to standard hydrogen electrode

(SHE).

• Those equilibria havίng higher standard potential than that of Η+/Η wί1l be

noble while the others having lower standard potential will be active and

corrode ίη acid solutions.

The poίnts which need to be emphasΊZed here are that the equilibήum potential (Ε)

depends not only οη the standard potential (Εο) (which is unique to any electrochemical

equilibrium), but also οη the concentrations of the reactants and products. Therefore,

the tendency of a metal to corrode can be altered iπespective of its inherent tendency

to corrode.
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Table 2: Standard Potential ofVarious Electrochemical Equίlibria α! 25°C, Volts vs SHE

Au3+ + 3e- = Αυ

02 +4Η++4e- =2Η2Ο
Pt2+ +2e- =Pt
Pdl + +2e- =Pd
Ag++e-=Ag
Hg2+ + 2e- = Hg
Hg- + 2e- = 2Hg
Fe3+ +e- =Fe2+

02+2Η20+4 - =40Η
Cu2++2 -=CU
2Η +2e-=H
Pb +2 -=Ρ

Sn + +2e-=Sn
ίΙ++2e- = ί

Co +2 -=Νί

ΤΙ+ +ιΓ =ΤΙ

Ιη + +3e- =In
Cd2 +2e-=Cd
F 2++2e-=Fe
Cr3+ + 3e- = Cr
Zn2+ +2e- =Ζη

Αι3+ +3e- =ΑΙ

g-++2e-=Mg
a++e-=Na

K++e-=K

+1.498
+1.229
+1.20
+0.987
+0.800
+0.854
+0.789
+0.771
+0.401
+0.337
0.000 Referι nce
-0.1 6
-0.136
-0.250
-0.277
-0.336
-0.342
-0.403
-0.440
-0.744
-0.763
-1.662
-2.363
-2.714
-2.925

The potential of an electrode can be deteπninedonly by measuring the voltage ίη

an electrochemical cell between this electrode and an electrode of constant potential,

called the reference electrode. [111 ΜanΥeποrs and problems can be avoided by careful

selection of the best reference electrode for a specific case and by knowledge of the

electrochemical principles that control the potential measurements ίη order to obtain

meaningful measurements. Α reference electrode, once selected, must be properly used,

taking into account the stability of its potential and the problem of ohmic (IR) drop.

Many different reference electrodes are available, and others can be designed by the

users themselves for particular situations. Each electrode has its characteristic rest

potential value, which is used to convert potential values measured with respect to this
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reference into νalues expressed with respect to other references. In particular, the

conνersion of the potentials from or to the hydrogen scale is frequently required (see

Table 2) for use ofpotential- ρΗ diagrams (Pourbaix diagrams).

The Ph is a measure of the acidity (or alkalinity) of a solution and is defined as:

1
ρΗ = -log[H+] = [09 [Η+] (2.23)

where [Η+] is the concentration ofhydrogen ions ίη solution.

Neutral solutions haνe a ρΗ νalue of 7.0, while acid solutions haνe ρΗ νalues

less than 7.0 and alkaline (basic) solutions haνe ρΗ νalues greater than 7.0. Most

solutions have ρΗ values between Ο and 14, but lower and higher values are possible.

For instance, the ρΗ of 12 Μ HCl is -1.1.

Kw: The ionization constant for water, which is the concentration ofhydrogen ions and

ofhydroxyl ions (ΟΗ-) ίη aqueous solutions and are related by the following equation:

(2.24)

When an ionic solid (acid, base or salt) dissociates into ions in solution:

(2.25)

The solubility product Ksp is defined by

(2.26)

where [ΑΥ+] and [ΒΧ-] are the concentrations ofthe dissolνed ions.

If the ίοη product [ΑΥ+Υ {Βχ-γ exceeds the tabulated νalue of Κsp, then

precipitation of solid ΑχΒΥoccurs. Otherwise, precipitation does not occur.
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2.3 Cathodic Protection

It is well known that couosion is electrochemical ίη nature [~]. Thus, an

understanding of the mechanism of corrosion is relevant to the understanding of

couosion control measures. Ιη most cases, the process of couosion is unavoidable,

however, ίη practice its control is possible and practicable. Couosion control measures

include the use of cathodic protection, coatings, inhibitors or pre-treatments, severally

and jointly. The conjoint use ofcoatings and cathodic protection is an eminently power

ful tool ίη couosion protection, for while coatings will offer a first line of protection,

the cathodic protection cuuent will protect the substratum at imperfections ίη the

coatings. Thus the cathodic cuπent required for protection will be quite low.

Cathodic protection (CP) can be defined as a technique ofreducing or eliminating

the couosion of a metal by making it the cathode ofan electrochemical cell and passing

sufficient cuuent through it to reduce its couosion rate. ΑΙΙ CP systems require:

• Voltage

• Cuuent

• Anode

• Cathode

• Retum circuit

• Εlectrolyte

The application of cathodic protection requires the delivery of electrons to the

structure to be protected. This may be achieved by two separate means:

• using impressed-cuuent techniques

• using sacήficίaΙ anodes (a spontaneous galvanic effect)

The two techniques are discussed briefly below.

Impressed-current techniques

The electrical cuπent is delivered to the structure ίη this technique from a dc

power source through an auxiliary anode (i.e., the cuuent is forced ίη). The structure

will act as a cathode ίη the cell thus foπned, and will sustain the hydrogen evolution
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reaction ίn the presence ofan anaerobic aqueous envίronment. lfthe solution is aerated,

the reduction of oxygen becomes possible and may occur ίη place of or together with

the hydrogen evolution reaction depending οη the potential to which the structure is

depressed. The auxiliary electrode will necessarily become an anode ίη the cell. lfthis

electrode is a base metal, then the anodic reaction will be

(2.27)

and the electrode will be steadily consumed. ΒΥ contrast, if the electrode is a noble

metal or an electrochemically inert but electrically conducting mateήaΙ, oxidation of

the environment will occur ίη preference. lη water, the reaction will be

(2.28)

or ίη brine possibly,

(2.29)

ln either Eq. 2.28 or 2.29, the electrode will not normally be consumed. Consumable

electrodes are cheap (e.g., scrap iron may be used), but they must be replaced at

intervals. They contaminate the environment with dissolution products, and they cannot

sustain high-current densities and must therefore be rather bulky. These disadvantages

may be avoided by the use ofnon-consumable electrodes (silicon-iron, lead-antimony

silver, platinum-titanium, or platinum-tantalum), but with an unavoidable increase ίη

fιrst cost.

The magnitude ofthe dήνίηg voltage requίred from the dc source depends οη a

number offactors, including

1. The electrolytic conductivity of the environment

2. The area of structure to be protected

3. The nature ofthe electrode reaction at the auxiliary electrode

4. The resistance of the auxίliary electrode

lη most cases, the electrolytic conductivity is the controlling factor, and the

electrode reaction is of least importance. Clearly, if the environment does not have

reasonable electrolytic conductivity, large IR (or voltage) drops will occur within it,

creating the need for a higher dήνίηg voltage.
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Fig 18: Schematic diagram ο/cαthodicprotection by an impresl;'ed current device

Sacrίficialanode

Ιη contrast to the impressed-current technique, the use of sacrifιcialanodes does

not depend οη the creation of a driven electrochemical cell. Α galvanic cell is formed

between the structure and the sacrifιcial anode ίη which electrons pass spontaneously

from the latter to the former. Thus, the source of the electrons (the sacrifιcial anode)

must 11ave a more negative electrode potential than the structure. It was for this reason

that Humphrey Davy chose zinc or iron to protect copper, and explains why

magnesium, aluminum, and zinc alloys are used to protect steel today.

With the sacrifιcial anode attached to the structure, the structure becomes the

cathode and again sustains the hydrogen evolution and/or the oxygen reduction

reaction. Meanwhile, the anode dissolves and may be said to be sacrifιced ίη favour of

protecting the stfuctιιre. Hydrogen evolution will usually occur οηlΥ when magnesium

alloy anodes are used.
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Fig 19: Types ο/sacr{ficia/ anodes

Fig 20: Cathodic Protection ο/α domestic hot-water tank using α sacr{ficia/ anode
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Marine Cathodic Protection

Both of the techniques that have been described above are common ίη maήne

applications. In recent years, hΥbήd systems combinations of impressed cuπeηt and

sacrificial anodes have been used for very large marine structures. Some maήne

commercial sacrificial anodes are magnesium, aluminum, or zinc or their alloys.

Magnesium anodes have not been popular for offshore applications since the 1980s

because of improvements ίη aluminum and zinc anodes. Several operators have

eΧΡeήmented with composite sacrificial anode systems for offshore platforms. These

designs use aluminum or zinc anodes for long-term performance and have magnesium

anodes that are intended to provide an initially high cuπent density and polarize the

platform quickly to the desired protection potential. Results from the limited

applications ofthis composite design are mixed, and this concept remains controversial.

Fig 21: Cαthodic Protection for Οίι Rigs
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Aluminum anodes (aluminum-zinc alloys) are the preferred sacrificial anodes

for offshore platform cathodic protection. This is because aluminum anodes have

reliable long-term performance when compared to magnesium, which may be

consumed before the platform has served its useful life. Aluminum also has better

current/weight characteήstίcs than zinc. Weight can be a major consideration for large

offshore platforms.

The major disadvantage of aluminum for some applications (for example, the

protection of paίnted ship hulls) is that aluminum is too corrosion resistant ίη many

environments. Aluminum alloys will not corrode reliably onshore or ίη freshwaters. Ιη

marine environments, the chloride content of seawater depassivates some aluminum

alloys and allows them to perform reliably as anode materials. Unfortunately, it is

necessary to add mercury, antimony, indium, tin, or similar metals to the alumίnum

alloy to ensure that this depassivation occurs. Heavy-metal pollution concems have led

to bans οη the use ofmercury alloys ίη most locations. A1umίnum-zinc-indium anodes

have become the most popular choice for pipeline bracelets ίη seawater or seamud. The

greater current capacity allows for much lighter weight anodes to be handled and

installed. Additionally, although the alloy operates at a lower efficiency, it should be

the οηlΥ alloy used at temperatures above 60oC.

zίnc anodes are used οη ship hulls because, unlike aluminum, zinc will continue

to perform when ships enter the brackish water or freshwater ofharbours. Tankers with

combination ballast/product tanks use zinc anodes because of their lower tendency to

cause sparks if they fall from their supports and strike steel. Zinc bracelet anodes are

also used οη pipelines. Agaίn, they would be the preferred choice ίη brackish or

freshwater and bottom mud. Because large-diameter marine pipelines must be

buoyancy compensated, the ίncreased weight of zinc can be an advantage. Zinc

passivates above 60oC.

The Cathodic Protection designation ίn combίnation with the Pourbaix

diagram's outcomes can give to the scientists and engineers an integrated control

against corrosion development.
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Fig 22: Anades aπ α ship hull

Fig 23: Zinc bracelets an α pipeline
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Chapter 3 Pourbaix's Anatomy

3.1 Introduction

Under certain conditions, when a metal or alloy is exposed to an aqueous solution

with a concentration of inorganic/organic mixture, corrosion phenomena occur at a

corresponding degree. Duήηg corrosion, some metallic phases dissolve, the metal or

alloy surface gets damaged and some secondary solid phases form at the solid-liquid

interfaces (such as oxides, hydroxides, silicates, sulphides, sulphates, carbonates,

nitrates, phosphates, borates, or halides). Such corrosive chemical or electrochemical

reactions can be studied by means of the so-called Pourbaix diagrams if the reactions

reach theίr equilibrium states.

Marcel Pourbaix ίη 1938 applied thermodynamics to predict materials corrosion

resistance. He determined the phase stability relations ίn terms of varied ρΗ and Eh

values for an interaction system of metal and pure water or dilute aqueous solution. He

presented the stability regions of metal and secondary phases (such as metal

oxides/hydroxides) οη a pH-Eh diagram, which is now known as a Pourbaix diagram.

Α PourbaΊX diagram is a kind of phase diagram that shows the stability bοundaήes for

a metal-aqueous interaction system. The phase bοuηdaήes are shown as a function of

ρΗ (acidity) and Eh (standard hydrogen electronic potential). Αη aqueous solution

phase is always present ίη such a system. At a given ρΗ and Eh, a metal may lose its

stability to a soluble or corrosive aqueous solution, or be ίη equilibrium with either the

aqueous solution (insolublelimmune) or with a secondary-phase file that has formed

(consisting of oxides, hydroxides, sulphides or other solids). In the latter case, further

dissolution ofthe passive or protective metal is prevented. The speciation and partition

ίη the aqueous solution and the interactίng phases depend not οηlΥ οη ρΗ and Eh, but

also οη other factors such as the bulk composition, temperature and pressure ίn the

system. The interacting phases may be gas mixtures, stoichiometric solids or solid

solutions.

Α Pourbaix diagram is divided ίη regιons of "immunity", "corrosion" and

"passivity". These regions provide information about the stability of a particular metal
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or alloy ίη a specific aqueous electrocbemical enνironment under certain ρΗ, Eb,

pressure and temperature conditions [11].

• The immunity region is the region ίη which there is ηο metal dissolution.

• The corrosion region is the region ίη which there is actiνe metal dissolution.

• The passivation region is the region ίη which a protectiνe metal-oxide film
that preνents metal dissolution is formed.

Α Pourbaix diagram plots the equilibrium potential (Eh) between a metal and its

νarious oxidised species as a function ofρΗ.

The extent ofhalf-cetl reactions (anodic reaction) that describe the dissolution ofmetal

(3.1)

depend οη νaήοus factors, including the potential, Ε, ρΗ and the concentration of the

oxidised species, ΜΖ+. [lQ] The Pourbaix diagram can be thought of as analogous to a

phase diagram ofan alloy, which plots the lines ofequilibrium between different phases

as temperature and composition are νaήed.

3.2 Construction ofa PourbaΊX diagram

Το plot a Pourbaix diagram the releνant Nemst equations are used

(Eq 2.11). As the Nemst equation is deήνed entirely from thermodynamics, the

Pourbaix diagram can be used to determine which species is thermodynamically stable

at a giνen Ε and ρΗ. But ηο information about the kinetics ofthe cοποsίοη.

Απ example of a PourbaΊX diagram m] is giνen below which shows the Eh-pH

diagram for aluminum. The abscissa ίη the diagram is the ρΗ of the aqueous solution,

which is a measure ofthe chemical enνironment. In a Pourbaix diagram, there are tbree

possible types of straight lines:

1. Horizontallines, which are for Reaction involνing only the electrode potential

2. Verticallines, which are for reactions involνing only the ρΗ

3. Slanted lines, wbich are reactions inνolving both tbe electrode potential Ε and

the ρΗ.
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Pourbaix diagrams also contain regions between the various lines where specific

chemical compounds or species are thermodynamically stable.
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Fig 22: Pourbaix diagramfor a/uminum at 25°C

The diagram for the aluminum above identifies the νaήοus regions where the

species ΑΙ (solid), Al203 (solid), ΑΡ+ ions, and AI02- ions are each stable. When the

stable species is a dissolved ίοη, the region οη the Pourbaix diagram is labelled as a

region of Corrosion. When the stable species is either a solid oxide or a solid hydroxide,

the region οη the Pourbaix diagram is labelled as a region of Passivity, ίη which the

metal is protected by a surface film ofan oxide or a hydroxide. When the stable species

is the unreacted metal species itself, then region is labelled as a region of Immunity.

It is fιrst necessary to assemble the appropriate chemical information about the

specific metal being considered. Aluminum undergoes dissolution ίη acid solutions as

ΑΡ+ ions and ίη basic solutions as aluminate ions (AI02} In neutral or nearly neutral

solutions, aluminum is covered with a protective oxide film.
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Thus, ίη the case ofAl/H20 system, the various chemical entities and their chemical

potentials are as follows [l!i]:

Dissolved substances

-115,000

-200,710

Ο

Solid substances

ΑΙ

Liquid substances

Ο

-384,530

-56,690

The chemical reactions involving these species are:

ΑΙ -+ Αι3 + +3e- (3.2)

2Αι3+ + 3Η2 Ο -+ ΑΙ2 Ο3 + 6Η+ (3.3)

2ΑΙ + 3Η2Ο -+ ΑΙ2 Ο3 + 6Η+ + 6e- (3.4)

ΑΙ2Ο3 + Η2Ο -+ 2AlOi + 2Η+ (3.5)

ΑΙ + 2Η2 Ο -+ AlOi + 4Η+ + 3e- (3.6)

The dissolution of aluminum as ΑΡ+ ions by Eq. 3.2 is a reaction involving οnΙΥ the

electrode potential Ε (but not on1y the ρΗ). We first rewrite Eq. 3.2 as a reduction

reaction. Then, for

(3.7)

The Nemst equation gives

ο 2.303RT 1
Ε = Ε - nF Ι09 [ΑΙ3+) (3.8)

For the reaction above, the Standard (reduction) potential is ΕΟ=-1.663 V vs SHE (Table

3), and 2.303RT/F=O.0591 V and n=3. Thus the Eq. 3.8 becomes
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Ε = -1.663 + 0.0197ΙΟΥ[ΑΙ3+] (3.9)

The ηumeήcalνalue ofthe electrode potential Ε for the dissolution ofΑΙ as A13+

ions depends οη the concentration of the dissolνed ίοη. As seen ίη the Figure below,

the electrode potential for Αυ A13+ reaction becomes more positiνe with increasing

[ΑΡ+] concentration. Thus, for a giνen concentration of ΑΡ+, say 10-6 Μ, the oxidized

form (ΑΙ3+) is stabIe for potentiaIs aboνe the appropriate straight line at concentrations

equal to or greater than 10-6 Μ. Below the giνen straight line, the oxidized species does

not exist at the concentration being considered. That is below the straight line, the

reduced species (ΑΙ atoms) are stable. Α cIearer way 10 see this is to consider an

electrode potentia1 which is considerably below the straight line for [Αι3+] = 10-6 Μ,

sayΕ = -2.5 ν νs. SHE. Substituting this νaIueofΕ into Eq. 3.9 giνes the concentration

of [AI3+] to be 2.9 χ 10-43 Μ. This is a negligibIy small νalue, so the oxidized species

(Α13+) is not stable, and thus the reduced species (solid ΑΙ) is stable.

Table 3: Standard (reduction) potentialsfor various electrochemical reactions involving ΑΙ &
water

Reaction (Oxidation) ΕΟ (for reduction) (V νs. SHE)

ΑΙ --t Αι3+ + 3e- -1.662

2ΑΙ + 3ΗΖΟ --t ΑΙΖ Ο3 + 6Η+ + 6e- -1.550

ΑΙ + 2ΗΖΟ --t ALOz+ 4Η+ + 3e- -1.262

2ΗΖΟ + 2e- --t ΗΖ + 20Η- -0.828
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Fig 23: Partial Pourbaix diagram.for aluminum at 25°C

In general, for aπy electrochemical reaction represented οη a Pourbaix diagram,

the oxidized species ofthe couple is stable above the straight line ofthe Nernst equation

for the reaction, and the reduced species is stable below the straight lίne. ΒΥ convention,

Pourbaix diagrams are usually constructed under the condition that cοποsίοη is

considered to have occuπed when the mίnίmum concentration of the dissolved ίοη is

1.0 χ 1O-6M. That convention is followed ίη this text.

Εη. 3. 3 is a chemical rather than aπ electrochemical reaction ίη that there is ηο

electron traπsfer involved. The reaction depends οη the ρΗ but not οη the electrode

potential. Thus, form Eq. 2. 9:
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Using the νarious νa1ues of μΟ giνen ear1ier giνes ΔG
Ο = +15,540 caVmol A1203

for Eq. 3. 3.

A1so from Chapter 2, The Eq. 2. 16 is

ΔCΟ = -2.303RTlogK

Where the equilibrium constant Κ is

(3.11)

Equation 2. 16 yie1ds

cαl (cαl )
+15,540 mol = -2.303 1.98 mol.K (298Κ) log Κ

Or

(3.12)

log Κ = -11.436

Combining 3.11 and 3.13 giνes

3ρΗ + log[AI3+] = 5.718

(3.13)

(3.14)

When [A131 = 1.0 χ 1Ο---{)Μ, then Eq. 3.14 giνes the resu1t ρΗ = 3.91. This is

the ρΗ which resu1ts when disso1νedA13+ ions ofconcentration 1.0 χ 10-6Μ react with

water according to Eq.3.3. See the Figure be1ow, which summarizes the

thermodynamic resu1ts so far. It can be shown easily that Al3+ ions are stable to the 1eft

of the 1ine ρΗ 3.91 and A1203(s) is stab1e to the ήght of this 1ine. For examp1e, when

the ρΗ is 7.0, the concentration of Al3+ca1cu1ated frOlll Eq. 3.14 is [ΑI3+] =5.2 χ 10-

16Μ. That is, disso1νed A13+ ions are not stable for ρΗ νa1ues greater than 3.91, but

instead solid A1203 is stab1e ίη that region.
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Fig 24: Parlial PourbaΊX diagramj'or aluminum αl 25°C (2)

Continuing with the construction of the Pourbaix diagram for aluminum, we next

turn to Eq. 3.4, which is a reaction depending οη both the electrode potential and the

ρΗ. After Eq. 3.4 is first recast as a reduction reaction, writing the cοπeSΡοηding Nemst

equation gives

_ ο 2.303RT 1
Ε - Ε - nF 109 [Η+]6 (3.15)

The value of EOfor Eq. 3.4 isΓ = -1.550 V vs. SHE. See Table 3 Altemately,

Γ can be calculated ftom the free energy change for Eq. 3.4 using the chemical

potentials. WithΓ =-1.550 V and n = 6, Eq. 3.15 gives

Ε = -1.550 - 0.0591ρΗ
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See figure below, which adds this line to the theπnodynamic data accumulated so far

and also summaήΖes the regions of stability for the νarious species as has been

computed so far.
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Fig 25: Partial Pourbaix diagramfor aluminum at 25°C (3)

Eq. 3.5 iη the set ofpossible reactions for the Al/H20 system can be treated ίη the same

fashion as Eq. 3.3 because both are chemical (i.e., non-electrochemical reactions). The

resώts for Eq. 3.5 is

-ρΗ + 10g[AL02"J = -14.644 (3.17)

When the concentration ofthe dissolνed ίοη, ίη this case AI02-, is 1.0 χ 10-6 Μ, Eq.

3.17 giνes the result

ρΗ = 8.64 (3.18)

The Nemst equation for the electrochemical reaction ίη 3.6 giνes the following result

Ε = -1.262 + 0.019710g[AL02" J- 0.0788 ρΗ (3.19)
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When [ΑΙ02-] =1.0 χ 10-6 Μ, Eq. 3.19 giνes

Ε = -1.380 - 0.0788 ρΗ (3.20)

Addition ofthe straight lines for Eq. 3.18 and Eq. 3.20 to Figure aboνe giνes the

completed Pourbaix diagram for aluminum shown ίη Fig. 24. When the diagram

identifies only the regions of corrosion, passiνity, and immunity (rather than citing the

indiνidual stable species), the diagram is said to be a "simplified Pourba.ix diagram."

3.3 Equilibrium states indications & interpretation

The phase bοundaήes define important regions that must be known for the

corrosion mitigation, below is displayed the indications of the equilibrium states for

three metals, (1) gold, (2) zinc and (3) aluminium through their Pourbaix diagrams [.l2.].
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Fig 26: PourbaΊX diagrams 0/gold, zinc and aluminum

Gold's Pourbaix diagram explains why it is the most immune substance known. It

is immune ίη all regions ίη which cathodic reactions can take place. Thus, gold neνer
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corrodes (Since ηο ίοη complexes are present spontaneously to provide a cathodic half

cell reaction that occurs higher than +1.5 ν vs SHE) ίη an aqueous environment.

Immunity of aluminum only occurs at lower potentials. Therefore, unless under

conditions that cause it to passivate, it is much more susceptible to corrosion than gold

or zinc.
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Chapter 4 Pourbaix diagrams of steel ίn the presence of Sulphur

4.1 Introduction

This is the main chapter ofthe present thesis, the Pourbaix diagrams calculated by

the Thermo-Calc software and are presented below.

One important concept used ίη defining an aqueous-bearing heterogeneous

interaction system is the so-called 'Έffectίve Interaction Ratio" between the initial

alloy and the aqueous solution; as the inίtial aqueous solution is always based οη 1 kg

of water, this is why a calculated Pourbaix diagram is usually presented for an initial

amount ofthe interacting metal (or alloy) at a certain level, e.g., 10-6, 10-3,0.1 or 1 mole

of metal/alloy.

The importance ofthis concept is double-fold:

• It has the implications of kinetic/dynamic effects (from e.g. chemical reaction

mechanism and kinetics, fluid flow dynamics, surface area, interaction time

and other factors)

• When it is started as at 10-6 mole of metal (or alloy), it is not a completely

arbitrary choice for a "common standard", thanks to that it has been regarded

(by the materials couosion society) as the "detectable" solubility limit for

cathodic couosion protection by immunity.

In the present thesis the effectjνe jnteractjon ratjo, was kept constant at 1 gram of

alloy ίη 1 kg ofwater, since the maίn purpose was to study the behavior ofthe PourbaΊX

diagrams ofthe selected mateήaΙs at certain Temperatures i.e. (250,600,900).

Thermo-Calc [.!lJ suggest as a normal effective ίnteraction ratio, of one to one,

either 1 molor 1 gram ofinίtial bulk ofthe alloy, to 1 kg ofwater (dissolved substances

included), thus for the present study an effectiνe interaction ratio of 1 gram (equivalent

to 1.7906706*10-2 molarity) ίη 1 kg of water was considered.

Another technίcal issue for the eqLIilibrium calcLIlations is to properly modify the

nurnerical limits, this change is also recommended by Thermo-Calc. Such changes ίη
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the numerical limits are essential and useful for making sure of finding a conνerged

solution of stable equίΙίbήa, especially when the heterogeneous interaction system

becomes nlore and more complicated. Thus, for the matter ίη hand calculations, the

Maximum number ΟΙiterations was set to 2000, which enforces 4 times more iterations

for each of the calculations ίη order to obtain stable equilibria. Furthermore, the

required accuracy was set from the default νalue 10-610 10-4, which allows less accurate

calculations and it is easier to conνerge and the SmallestIraction remained 10-12

Table 8 summarizes the data which were used for the construction ofeach Pourbaix

diagram.

The diagrams haνe been constructed for 3 material's cases:

• Fe

• Ρ5 steel

• Ρ9 steel

in 1 kg of water with dissolνed 5% H2S and S for 3 different temperatures (250,

600,900).

The first mateήaΙ under inνestigationwas the St37 steel.

Tαble 4: St37 ChemicαlAnαlysis (%wt)

C Μη Ρ S

0.17 1.40 max 0.045 max 0.045 max

Carbon steel is one ofthe basic construction materials because its price is relatiνely low

while it proνides mateήaΙ properties that are acceptable for many applications.

Ρ5 is a chromium alloy used for its strong resistance to hot sulphide cοποsίοη

cracking. 5% chromium material has a higher minimum mechanical properties than 1

1/4% and 2 1/4% chromium, which makes the material ideal for high temperature and
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pressure applications. Ιη addition, 5% chromium can be used for elevated temperatures

and cοποsίοn resistant process and service.

Table 5: Ρ5 (ASTM Α335) Chemical Analysis (%wt)

C Μη Si Cr Μο Ρ S

0.15 max .30-.60 0.50 4-6 .44-.60 0.030 max 0.030 max

Typical Applications ofP5 steel:

• Petrochemical and refinery installations

• Delayed cokers

• Hydrocrackers

• Cat reformer Heater drain systems

Ρ9 used primarily for NACE applications where sour environments under high

temperature and pressure are expected. Chromium of 9% gives cοποsίοη resistance

similar to 400 seήes stainless steel, but provides higher tensile properties at hotter

temperatures than 405 or 41 Ο stainless. Ιη addition, 9% chromium can be used for

elevated temperatures and cοποsίοn resistant process.

Table 6: Ρ9 (ASTMΑ335) Chemical Analysis (%wt)

C Μη Si Cr Μο Ρ S

0.15 max .30-.60 0.25-1 8-10 .90-1.1 0.030 max 0.030 max

Typical Applications ofP9 steel:

• Fluid cat crackers

• Crude distillation units
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According ιο the literature the most possible cοποsιοn products ίn Sulphur

enνironment are those listed in Table 6, which were considered ίn the ThermoCalc

calculations.

Table 7: lron sulphides

Name Chemical Crystal Structure Properties

Formula

Troilite FeS Hexagonal Stoichiometric end n1ember of the Fet.xS group

(χ=Ο)

ΡΥπhοtίte Fei-xS Monoclinic οι- Thermodynamίcally stable, the most abundant ίωη

(χ=Ο to 0.17) Hexagonal sulphide ίn the Earth

ΡΥι-ίte FeS2 Cubic Thennodynamically stable iron su1phide, the most

abundant mineml οη the Earth's surface

ΡΥrrhοtίte (Fel-xS (χ=Ο to 0.17)) αnd Τrοίlίte (FeS)

Pyπhotite [141 is a non-stoichiometric group of iron sulphides with formulae

couesponding ιο Fei-xS (Χ=Ο to 0.17), where Troilite is the stoichiometric end member

ofthe pyπhotitegroup when Χ=Ο (FeS). Pyπhotite and Troilite are thermodynamically

stable, these two co-exist below 150°C. Troilite and pyuhotite are differentiated only

because the crystals that nucleate seem to initially grow differently at temperatures

below 150°C. Troilite can be νiewed as 10w temperature and stoichiometric Pyπhotite.

Α νariety ofdifferent Pyrrhotites haνe been obserνedwith different νalues ofχ resulting

ίη changes in the uπίΙ cells of each.

ΡΥrίte (FeS2)

Pyrίte is the most abundant sulphide mineral ίη nature, also k.nown as "fool's

gold". Pyrite and Pyrrhotite are the most stable iron sulphides, and considered Ιο be the

cοποsίοn products seen ίη long exposures.
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Tab/e 8: The List 0/Pourbaix diagrams

System Numerical Limits Μοlaήty

Pressure=1 Bar Ma.t number required Smallest Equal Ιο 19r

ο/iterations accuracγ /raction

Pure Water 25°C - - - -

Pure Water 200°C/100 bar - - - -

Pure Water 340°C/700 bar - - - -

Fe-H20-25°C 2000 le-4 le-12 le-3 (# gr)

Fe-H20-60°C 2000 le-4 le-12 le-3 (# gr)

Fe-H20-90°C 2000 le-4 le-12 le-3 (1=1 gr)

Fe-H20-5% S 25°C 2000 le-4 le-12 1.7906706e-2

Fe-H20-5% S 60°C 2000 le-4 le-12 1.7906706e-2

Fe-H20-5% S 90°C 2000 le-4 le-12 1.7906706e-2

Fe-H20-15% S 25°C 2000 le-4 le-12 1.7906706e-2

Fe-H20-5% H2S 25°C 2000 le-4 le-12 1.7906706e-2

Fe-H20-5% H2S 60°C 2000 le-4 le-12 1.7906706e-2

Fe-H20-5% H2S 90°C 2000 le-4 le-12 1.7906706e-2

Ρ5-Η20-5% S 25°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.70e-2

N(Cr)=9.61e-4

Ρ5-Η20-5% S 60°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.70e-2

N(Cr)=9.61e-4

Ρ5-Η20-5% S 90°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.70e-2

N(Cr)=9.61e-4

Ρ5-Η20-5% H2S 25°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.70e-2

N(Cr)=9.61e-4
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Ρ5-Η20-5% H2S 60°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.70e-2

N(Cr)=9.61e-4

Ρ5-Η20-5% H2S 90°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.70e-2

N(Cr)=9.61e-4

Ρ9-Η20-5% S 25°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.62e-2

N(Cr)=1.73e-3

Ρ9-Η20-5% S 60°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.62e-2

N(Cr)=1.73e-3

Ρ9-Η20-5% S 90°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.62e-2

N(Cr)=1.73e-3

Ρ9-Η20-5% H2S 25°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.62e-2

N(Cr)=1.73e-3

Ρ9-Η20-5% H2S 60°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.62e-2

N(Cr)=1.73e-3

Ρ9-Η20-5% H2S 90°C 2000 le-4 le-12 N(Fe)=1.62e-2

N(Cr)=1.73e-3
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The process of generating diagrams for an Fe-H20-S οτ Fe-H20-H2S system generally

followed the steps shown ίπ flow diagram below [14].

Ιλfll1Cι! COI1SitICI'Ctl sρccics ΟΙ'

111C SYSIClll

,

('οΙlα:ι tl1Cl,lll0-ti,IILι {'ΟΙ' cnCll sIJccic <11
ι

25()C (ΔCιι(')
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4.2 The calculated Pourbaix diagrams

The aim was to calculate the PourbaΊX diagrams for three steels (Fe, Ρ4, Ρ9)

exposed at certain temperatures (250, 600,900) under various Sulphur concentrations.

The active corrosion field is enclosed by the stable phases of water and the

thermodynamically stable curνes of the product of the corrosion. When the cathodic

reactions take place due to the water under certain conditions of Eh and ρΗ and are

unable to form a stable phase (scale), then an active corrosion process begins.
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Pourbaix of Pure Water

Pourbaix Diagram (Τ=25 C) Pourbaix Diagram (Ρ=100 bar Τ=200 C)
2016.02.09.13.56.44
Η+1. H20.lE
Τ:298.15. Ρ=1 Ε5. Β(Η20):1000.

2016.02.09.14.00.38
Η+1. Η20, ΖΕ

Τ=473.15. Ρ=1 Ε7, Β(Η20):1 000.

25 C 1 bar 200 C 100 bar
1.5,----------------------r======;ι1- 1:GASJ!1 Ι

2.0,---------------------r=====;'11- 1:GASJ!1 Ι

1.502-Dominated Gas

1.0

0-2-2e-=Oz
1.0

0.5
0.5

ε Water(AQS)
Η20 (water) = 2fΓ + 0·2

ε
s:::. s:::.
UJ UJ

10.0
0.0

2H-+2e-=Hz

-05

-0.5

H2-Dominated Gas
-1.0

10.08.06.0

ρΗ

4.02.0
-1.51-------------------------------'
Α 0.012.010.08.0

ρΗ

6.04.02.0
-1.01-------------------------------'

Α 0.0

Fig 27: PourbaΊX ofpure water at 25°C and 1 bar 53 Fig 28: PourbaΊX ofρure water at 20rfJC and 100 bar



Pourbaix Diagram (Ρ=700 bar Τ=340 C)
2016.02.09.14.01.56
Η+1, Η20,ΖΕ

Τ=613.15, Ρ=7Ε7, Β(Η20)=1000.

340 C 700 bar
2.0r------------------------;=====;Ί1- I:GASΙΙ1 Ι

1.5

~
.c:
W

'10.08.06.0

ρΗ

4,02.0
-1.51------------------------------'
Α 0.0

Fig 29: Pourbaix 0/pure water at 340°C and 700 bar

The PourbaΊX diagrams aboνe show the result of a calculation where the gaseous

mixture phase was ίncluded. In the upper region (high Eh) and lower region (low Eh),

the aqueous solution has been oxidised and reduced, respectively. Under defined

conditions (pressure and temperature) the foHowing electrochemical reactions occur:

• Η20 (water) + 2e' = H2(gas) + 20Η'Ι (Formation ofH2-Dominated gas)

• 2Η20 (water) = 02(gas)+4H+1 + 4e' (Formation Of02-Dominated gas)

The first reaction occurs under reducing conditions and the second under oxidising

conditions. The system reaches global equiIib..ium, thus the water component is

electroIyzed to Η+ and 0-2 at all ρΗ conditions. [1lI IfEh increases then the 0-2 anion
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will be oxidised to 02 (aqs). Οη the other hand, if Eh decreases, then the Η+ cation will

be reduced to Η2 (aqs). The major electrolysis and redox reactions are the following:

• Η20 (\vater) = Η+ + ΟΗ- (Electrolysis of water)

• Η20 (wateI·) = 2Η+ + 0-2 (Electrolysis ofwater)

• 0-2-2e- =0.502 (aqs) (Oxidation of 0-2 at high Eh)

• 2Η+ + 2e- = Η2 (aqs) (Reduction ofΗ+ at low Eh)

Under a given ρΗ condition at a critically high Eh an aqueous solution with a high

enough 02 will become less stable than an 02-Dominated gaseous mixture phase. At

this point, the gas phase replaces the aqueous solution phase ίη the system. Similarly

happens of a critically low Eh value for the H2-Dominates gaseous mixture.

These diagrams above, show that the upper and lower boundaries between the

aqueous phase (water) and the gas phase (02 or Η2 dominated) can shift when the

temperature and pressure change.
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Pourbaix ofFe-Η20 system
Pourbaix Diagram

2015.10.21.13.34.56
FE, Η+1, Η20, ΖΕ

Τ=29θ.15. Ρ=1 Ε5, 8(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1E-3

25 C 1bar .001mFE
2.01--------------;::=====;"1

1.5

! 1

02-Dominated Gas+

1:GAS#1

2:ΗΕΜΑηΤΕ#1

3:MAGNETITE#1

Hematite

60 C 1 bar .001mFE

2.0~---I.---l-----l---.L-----l.---l---+-

1.5

1:"GAS
ι:-ΗΕΜΛ111Ε

3;"ΜΑΟΝΕ'Π1Ε

-1.0

-0.5

H2-Dominated Gas+

'1.0

-1.0

-0.5

1.0
1

0.5

:ε
2

> 0.5
..c: AQS
ω AQS+Hematite -

CORR08ION
~

0.0
W

Ο

Fig 30: Fe in 1 kg ofH20 at 2SoC

1412106 8

μΗ

Fig 31: Fe in 1 kg ofH20 at 60°C
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-1.5~----r--.----,---,----r---.----+-

ΑΟ12.010.0

Fe(BCC)

6.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0
-'1.5 L.- --------------------I
Α 0.0



90 C 1 bar .001mFE

1:'GAS
2;ΉΕΜΑΤΙ1Ε

3:'ΜΑΘΝΕ'Τ111Ξ

1412108

ρΗ

64

2.0

1.5

ι

1.0

0.5-~
J:
W

Ο

-0.5

-1.0

-1.5

Α
Ο 2

Fig 32: Fe in 1 kg οjΉ20 a! 90°C

ln the diagrams aboνe, le-3 m Fe actiνely reacted with 1 kg ofpure water at 1 bar

with increasing temperature. As shown, the aqueous-gas phase boundaries shift as the

temperature ίη the interaction system change. The lower is the temperature the more

the actiνe metal cοποsίοn region enlarges.

Απ active lnetal cοποsίοn region exists where the products of tlle redox reactions

dissolνe and therefore, do not create a protective scale. In this case, exists below the

Hematite line, approximately from Ο to 6 ρΗ.
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Pourbaix ofFe-H20-5% S
1 gr Fe ίπ 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=25 C)

2016.0222.10.33.54
FE, Η+1, Η20, S, ΖΕ
Τ=29815, Ρ=1 Ε5, Β(Η20):1 000., N(FE):1.79067E·2, N(S):155958E-2 25 C 1bar .017907mFE .015596mS

1 gr Fe ίn 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=60 C)
2016.02.22.12.14.39
PAQ2:H20.H+1,ZE,FE,S
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=333.15, Β(Η20)=1 000.. N(FE)=1.79067E-2. N(S):0.155958

12.0

I:GAS#1

2:ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ',

3:PYRlTE"

4:TROILlTE'1

5:MAGNETlTE"

6:PYRRHOTITE'1

10.08.0

ρΗ

6.04.02.0

-0.5

0.0

1.5

~
.l:
ω

12.0

':PYRlTE"

2:GAS"
3:PYRRHOTΠE.,

4:MAGNETITElI

5:ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ#1

6:TROΙΙΠEI1

10.06.0

ρΗ

6.0

AQS+Pyιite

PASSWATlON

4.0

lMMlίΊVlTY

02-Dominated Gas +

2.0

5 AQS+Hematite

0.0

1.5

Fe (BCC)

0.5

-0.5

-1 .0 H2-Dominated Gas +

-1.5

~
s::.
ω

Fig 34: Fe in 1 kg ο/Η20with 5% S α! 25°C 58 Fig 33: Fe in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% S α! 60°C



1 gr Fe ίη 1 Kg Η20·5% S (Τ=90 C)
2016.02.22.11.25.06
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, lE, FE. S
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=363.15, Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.79067Ε- 2, N(S)=0.155958

1 gr Fe ίη 1 Kg H2Q-5% S (Τ=90 C)
2016.02.22.11.25.06
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, ΖΕ, FE, S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=363.15, Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.79067E-2, N(S)=0.155958

-0.55)-----------------r======:;,

1.0

0.5

~
.s::
W 0.0

-0.5

-1.0

1:GAS"

2:PYRIΤE'1

3:ΜΑGNEτπε'1

4:PYRRHOTlTE'1

5: TROIlITEI1

6:ΗΕΜΑΤ1ΤΕι1
-0.60

-0.65

~ -0.70
.s::
W

-0.75

-0.80

-0.85

PΛSSWATION

IΜΜΙΙΝΙΤΥ

':GASI1

2:PYRlTE"

3:MAGMΞτιτε"

4:PYRRHOTITE"

5:ΤROι.πε"

6:ΗEtΛΑ τιτε"

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

ρΗ

10.0 12.0 14.0 10.2 10.4 10.6 10.8 11.0

ρΗ

11.2 11.4 11.6

Fig 35: Fe in 1 kg ofΗ20with 5% 8 aΙ 90°C
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Fig 36: Fe in 1 kg ofH20 with 5%8 aΙ 900 C-Zoom-ln



Pourbaix ofFe-H20-5% H2S
1 gr Fe ίη 1 Kg Η20-5% H2S (Τ=25 C) 1 gr Fe ίη 1 Kg H2Q-S% H2S (Τ=60 C)

2016.02.26.11.56.51
ΡΑΟ2: Η20. Η+1, lE, H2S, FE
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=298.15, 8(Η20)=1000 .. N(FE)=1.79067E-2. N(H2S)=0.146732

2016.02.26.12.11.06
PAQ2:H20.H+1.lE,FE,H2S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=333.15. 8(Η20)=1000.. N(FE)=1.79067E-2, N(H2S)=O.146732

1.5ι--------------------;::==========;Ί 1.5ι--------------------;::==========;-ι

0.5

0.0

1:<7AS#1

2:Η8ιΙΑ ΤΙΤΕ'1

3:PYRΠE"

4:TROLITE'1

5:MAGNET1TEI1

6:PYRRHOTffEI1
1.0

-0.5

~
.s::
W

1:<7>\5#1

2:teιIAΤΙΤΕι1

3:PYRfTEI1

4:TROLffElI

5:MAGNETITEl1

6:PYRRHOTΠEI1

1.0

14.012.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0
-1.0I----------------------------~

Α 0.0
14.012.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0
-1.0I----------------------------~

Α 0.0

Fig 37: Fe in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% H18 at 25°C
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Fig 38: Fe in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% H18 at 60°C



1 gr Fe ίn 1 Kg H2Q-5% H2S (Τ=90 C) 1 gr Fe ίn 1 Kg H2Q-5% H2S (Τ=90 C)
2016.02.26.12.31.17
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, ΖΕ, FE, H2S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=363.15, B(H20j=1 000., N(FE)=1.79067E-2, N(H2S)=0.146732

2016.02.26.12.31.17
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, lE, FE, H2S
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=363.15, Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.79067E-2, N(H2S)=0.146732

T:GAS#1

2:PYRΠE'1

3:MAG!'ETITE'1

4:ΡYRRHOΤΠΕ"

5:TROLITE'1

6:ΗΕιΛΑ ΤΙΤΕ'Τ

11.511.010.5

ρΗ

10.09.5

-0.60

-0.90

-0.50

-0.55

-0.85

14.012.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0

1:GAS#1

2:PYRlTEI1

3:MAG!'EnTEI1

4:PYRRHOmE'1

S:TROLJTE"

6:ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕι1

1.0

1.5r-------------------;:::====::::::;'}

-0.5

-0.65

0.5

~
~ -0.70

.J:: .J::
W W

-0.75
0.0

-0.80

_1.01---------_-- ::..J

Α 0.0

Fig 40: Fe in J kg 0/H20with 5%HzS αt 900C
61 Fig 39: Fe in J kg ο/Η20 with 5% HzS αt 90oC-Zoom-In



Fe-SULPHUR INCREASES

1 gr Fe ίη 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=25 C) 1 gr Fe ίι:ι 1 Kg Η20-15% S (Τ=25 C)
2016.02.22.10.33.54
FE, Η+1, Η20, S, ΖΕ
Τ=298.15, Ρ=1Ε5. Β(Η20)=1000., ΝΙFΕ)=1.79067Ε-2. ΝΙS)=1.55958Ε-2 25 C 1bar .017907mFE .015596mS

2016.0222.1217.57
FE, Η+1, Η20. S. ΖΕ
Τ=298.15. Ρ=1 Ε5. ΒΙΗ20)=1 000.. ΝΙFΕ)=1.79067Ε-2. N(S)=0.935746

25 C 1 bar .017907mFE .46787mS
2.0r----------------r=====::;ι

1:PYRITE'1

2:GAS#1

3:TROLITE'1

4:MAGNETITEl1

5:PYRRHOTITEI1

6:ΗΕΜΑ ΤΙΤΕ'1

7:AOUIΞOUS#1•
1.5

1.0

0.0

-0.5

0.5
2

ε
.r:
W

1:PYR1TE#1

2:GAS#1

3:ΡΥΜΗΟτπε#1

4:MAGNETITE'1

5:ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ'1

6:TROLITE'1

5

1.5

0.5

1.0

-0.5

-1.0

ε
.r:
W 00

-1.0

-1.5

12.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0

-1.5~ -- __J

Α 0.012.010.08.0

ρΗ

6.04.02.00.0

Fig 42: Fe in 1 kg ο/Η20with 5% S αt 25°C
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Fig 41: Fe in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 15% S α! 25°C



The diagrams aboνe differ from the simplified Pourbaix diagram ofFe ίη water.

If the working enνironment contaiηs sulphur (S) or hydrogen sulphide (H2S) there is

formation ofνariousmetal-sulphides, mainly Pyrite, Pyπhotite and Troilite is expected.

It is clear that both ίη S and H2S Pourbaix diagrams, iron sulphides coexist with

some iron oxides, ίη particularly with Magnetite (Fe304) and Hematite (Fe203). It is

important to be mentioned that the entire range of ρΗ νalues is coνered by stability

fields (curνes) of corrosion products (either sulphides or oxides) aboνe the phase

bοuηdaήes of H2-Dominated Gas stability line, this indicates that for long exposures

the stabilized corrosion scales οη the interface Metal-Solution will lead to passiνation

of the system, eνen though it is not possible to calculate the Kinetics of the process

through Pourbaix diagrams. Another remarkable indication is the shift of the phase

bοundaήes (curνes) to the left, as the temperature of the system increases. That

indicates the change of the range of the stability field for each corrosion product, for

instance the thermodynamically stable region of Hematite enlarges as the temperature

increases, this enlargement indicates bigger actiνation range of ρΗ and Eh, whel'e

HemaLiLe is likely growing υρ.

Ιη compaήsonwith the simplified Fe-H20 system, there isn't uncoνeredpH-Eh

field, where Fe will eνentually completely dissolνe into the aqueous solution phase,

that definitely causes a delay for the corrosion process of the system in the presence of

sulphur.

Regarding to the Sulphur iηcrease from 5% to 15% the stability curνes of

Troilite Magnetite and Pyrrhotite are shifted to the right towards the alkaline region of

the aqueous solution. In general, the two diagrams do slightly differ and the phase

bοundaήes ofthe gas remain steady.
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Pourbaix ofP5-H20-5% S
1 gr Ρ5 steel ίη 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=25 C) 1 gr Ρ5 steel ίη 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=60 C)

2016.02.23.11.19.24
CR, FE, Η+I, Η20, $, ΖΕ
Τ=29θ.15, Ρ=1 Ε5, 8(Η20)=1 000., N(CR)=9.61612E-4, N(FE)=1.701 ΟθΕ-2, Ν($)=0.155958

25 C 1 bar 9.6161E-04mCR .017011mFE .15596mS

2016.0223.10.23.23
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+I, ΖΕ, FE, CR, S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=333.15, 8(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.701 08Ε-2. N(CR)=9.6163E-4, N(S)=O.155958

-0.5

1.5

1:ΗΕΜΑΤΠΕI1 1:CR203'1

2:CR203'1 2:FECR20411

3:PYR1TE'1 3:GAS'1
1) 4: TROILITE'14:GASI1

5:TROIlfTEl1 S:MAGtoETITEl1

6:MAGNETITEl1 6:PYRΠEΙ1

.1
1.0

7:ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕΙI7:PYRRHOTΠEI1

8:FECR20411 8:PYRRHOTITE'1

-1.0

10

1.5

2.0ι------------------ϊ=====:::::;ι

•

-0.5

7
0.5

0.5

~ ~
.r. .r.
ω w

0.0
0.0

14.012.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.020
-10ι--------------------------------'

Αι 0.0
12.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0
-1.5ι.------------------------------'

Αι 0.0

Fig 44: Ρ5 in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% S at 25°C Fig 43: Ρ5 in 1 kg ο/Η20with 5% S at 6rPC
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1 gr Ρ5 steel ίn 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=90 C) 1 gr Ρ5 steel ίn 1 Kg H2Q-5% S (Τ=90 C)
2016.02.23.10.39.50
ΡΑΟ2: Η20. Η+1. ΖΕ, FE. CR. S
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=363.15, Β(Η20)=1 000.. N(FE)=1.701 08Ε· 2, N(CR)=9.61626E-4. N(S)=0.155958

2016.02.23.10.39.50
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1. ΖΕ, FE. CR. S
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=363.15. Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.701 08Ε·2. N(CR)=9.61626E-4. N(S)=O.155958

12.0

1:CR203I1

2:fE<:R204.1

3:PYRlTE.1

4:GASl1

5:TROLΠΕι1

6:tλAGNETlTEι1

7:ΗΕΜΑΤΠΕ'1

β;ΡYRRHOΤΠΕ.1

11.511.010.0 10.5

ρΗ

9.59.08.5

-0.3

-0.8

-0.9

14.012.0

1:CR203I1

2:fECR204.1

3;PYRlTE.1

4:GASl1

5;TROLITE.,

6:tλAGNETlTEι1

7:tt:tΛA ΤιΤΕ'1

β;PVRRHΟΤΠΕ.1

10.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0

1.0

1.5r-----------------------;:=====:;)

-0.5

1
0.5 -0.5

~ ~
.s::. .s::.
W W -0.6

0.0

-0.7

-1.0 I-- --- - ~>..J

Α 0.0

Fig 45: Ρ5 in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% S at 90°C Fig 46: Ρ5 in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% S at 90°C -Zoom-In
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1 gr Ρ5 steel ίπ 1 kg Η20-5% H2S (1=25) 1 gr Ρ5 steel ίπ 1 kg Η20-5% H2S (Τ=60)

2016.03.16.10.10.00

ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, ΖΕ, FE. CR. H2S1

Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=298.15, Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.701 08Ε-2, N(CR)=9.61636E-4, N(H2S1)=0.146732

2016.03.16.10.26.1 Ο

PAQ2:H20,H+1,ZE,FE,CR,H2S1

Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=333.15,Β(Η20)=1000., N(FE)=1.ί01 08Ε-2, N(CR)=9.6163E-4, N(H2S1 )=0.146732

1.5,----------------r=====:::;, 15ι-----------------ι=====:::=:::;Ί

1:CR203'1

2:FECR204'1

3:GAS#1

4:TROΙΙITE#1

5:MAGNETITE'1

6:PYRITE#1

7:ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ'1

6:PYRRHOTlTE#1

9:AQUE0USI1

1.0

1:CR203'1

2:ΗΕΜΑΤΠΕ#1

3:PYRITE#1

4:GAS#1

5:TROΙLITE'1

6:MAGNETITE'1

7:PYRRHOTlTE'1

6:FECR204'1

1.0

-0.5

.1
0.5 0.5

~ ~
..ι:::: ..ι::::

W W

0.0 0.0

14.012.010.06.0 8.0

FUNCTlONPH
4.02.0

-1.0 '----- ----ι

Α 00
14.012.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0
-1.0 '-----------------------------.....

Α 0.0

Fig 48: Ρ5 ίπ 1 kg 0/Η20 with 5% H2S α! 25°C
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Fig 47: Ρ5 ίπ 1 kg 0/Η20 with 5% H2S α! 6rPC



1 gr Ρ5 steelln 1 kg H2Q-5% H2S (1=90)
2016.03.16.10.57.49
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, ΖΕ, FE, CR, H2S1
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=363.15. Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.701 ΟΒΕ-2. N(CR)=9.61626E-4. N(H2S1)=0.146732

1 gr Ρ5 steel ίπ 1 9 H2Q-5% H2S (Τ=90)

2016.03.16.10.57.49 1
ΡΑΟ2: Η20. Η+1, ΖΕ, FE. CR. H2S1
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=363.15, Β(Η20)=1 000.. N(FE)=1.701 ΟΒΕ-2. N(CR)=9.61626E-4. N(H2S1)=0.146732

,
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Fig 49: Ρ5 in 1 kg ο/Η20with 5% H1S α! 9rPC Fig 50: Ρ5 in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% H1S α! 9rPC-Zoom-In
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The Ρ5 stainless steel contains approxίmately 4-6% ίη Chromium (Cr). Thus,

introducing Cr into the interaction system causes the formation ofFeCr204 and Cr203,

both of those compounds are thermodynamically stable and coexist ίη the diagrams

with the other Sulphide products that have been mentioned above. Ofcourse, once again

all the curves shift to the left as the temperature is increasing.

At relatively high electrochemical poteηtials aηd for the majority of the ρΗ

range the chromium oxide (Cf203) may be reached as a product οη the scale. Οη the

contrary, at low Eh, the corrosioη product depends more from the ρΗ of the solution.

In Ρ5 Pourbaix diagrams also there is nowhere bare field without a stable phase.

It is also observed, the same shift of the equilibrium curves ιο left when the

temperature increases.
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Pourbaix ofP9-H20-5% S
1 gr Ρ9 steel ίπ 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=25 C)

2016.02.23.11.01.06

ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, ΖΕ, FE, CR, S

Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ:298.15, Β(Η20):1 000., N(FE):1.62945E-2, N(CR}=1.73093E-3, N(S):0.155958

1 gr Ρ9 steel ίπ 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=60 C)
2016.02.23.11.37.25
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, ΖΕ, FE, CR, S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=333.15, Β(Η20):1 000., N(FE):1.62945E-2. N(CR):1.73092E-3, N(S):O.155958

1.5r--------------------;======ϊI 1.5r-------------------;::::=====ϊI

~
.ι::.

W

1.0

1:CR203'1

2:ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ'1

3:PYRITEI1

4:GAS'1

5:TROΙUTE'1

6:MAGNETITElI

7:PYRRHOTITE'1

8:FECR204'1

.ι::.

W

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

1:CR203'1

2:HEtAAΤΙΤΕ'1

3:PYRITE'1
4:GAS'1

5:TROΙΙΙTE#1

6:MAGNETITElI

7:PYRRHOTITE'1

S:FECR204#1

14.012010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0

-1.0 L- ---J

Α 0.0
14.012.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0

-1.0 L- ---'

Α 0.0

Fig 51: Ρ9 in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% S α! 25°C
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Fig 52: Ρ9 in 1 kg ο/Η20with 5% S α! 60°C



1 gr Ρ9 steel ίn 1 Kg H2Q-5% S (Τ=90 C) 1 gr Ρ9 steel ίn 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=90 C)
2016.02.26.11.23.58
ΡΑΟ2: Η20. Η+1. ΖΕ. FE. CR. S
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=363.15. Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.62945E-2. N(CR)=1.73092E-3, N(S)=0.155958

2016.02.26.11.23.58
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, ΖΕ, FE. CR, S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=363.15. Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.62945E-2. N(CR)=1.73092E-3. N(S)=O.155958

1.5r--------------------;:=====~
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-07
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2:ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ'l

3:PVRlTE'1
4:GAS#1
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.c:. .c:.
ω ω
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-1.01-------------------------------:::....

Α 0.0

Fig 54: Ρ9 in 1 kg ο/Η20with 5% S α! 90°C
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Fig 53: Ρ9 in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% S α! 900C -Zoom-/n



1 gr Ρ9 steel ίn 1 kg Η20-5% H2S (Τ=25) 1 gr Ρ9 steel ίn 1 kg H2Q-5% H2S (Τ=60)

2016.03.16.11.05.41
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η-1, ΖΕ, FE, CR, H2S1
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=29Β,15, θ(Η20)=1000., N(FE)=1.62945E-2, N(CR)=1.73093E-3, N(H2S1)=0.146732

2016.03.16.11.47.53

ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η-1, lE, FE, CR, H2S1

Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=333.15. θ(Η20)=1000., N(FE)=1.62945E-2, N(CR)=1.73092E-3, N(H2S1)=0.146732

1.5Γ-----------------ϊ=====:::::;Ί 1.5Γ------------------;:::====~
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2:HEtλAΤΙΤΕ.1

3:PYRl1E'1
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2 2
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~ ~
s= s=
ω ω
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Α 0.0
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4.02.0
-101------------------------------'

Α 0.0

Fig 56: Ρ9 in 1 kg olH20 with 5%H2S at 25°C
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Fig 55: Ρ9 in 1 kg ΟΙΗ20 with 5% H2S α! 6rPC



1 gr Ρ9 steel ίn 1 kg Η20-5% H2S (Τ=90)

2016.03.16.12.29.52
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, H+1,lE, FE, CR, H2S1
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=363.15, 6{H20j=1 000., N(FE)=1.62945E-2, N(CR)=1.73092E-3, N(H2S1)=0.146732

1.5 r-------------------;::========:::::::;"]

14.012.0
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2:ΗΕIΛΑτιτε'1

3:pγRΠE'1
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Α 0.0

Fig 58: Ρ9 in J kg ο/Η20with 5% H2S α! 9rfJC
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1 gr Ρ9 steel ίn 1 kg H2Q-S% H2S (Τ=90)

2016.03.16.12.29.52
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+I. lE. FE. CR, H2S1
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=363.15. Β(Η20)=1 000.. N(FE)=1.62945E-2. N(CR)=1.73092Ε-3. N(H2S1)=0.146732
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-1.01..- - - ...1
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Fig 57: Ρ9 in 1 kg ο/Η20 with 5% H2S α! 25°C -Zoom-In



In Pourbaix diagrams of the Ρ9 steel which contains 8-10 % Cr, one can find

the same couosion products (Sulphides and oxides), 1ike the preνious Ρ5 Pourbaix

diagrams, ίη comparison with the Ρ5 diagrams, there is not much that changed except

to the percentage contribution of Chromium, that is why the Pourbaix diagrams ofthese

two grades of steel are similar.

Ιη the next section, the comparatiνe diagrams will proνide an integrated aspect

of the changes that were obserνedwith a detailed study οη the diagrammatic schemes.

4.3 Results & Discussion

In order to achieνe an integrated approach about the parameters that affect Pourbaix

diagrams, some cotnparatiνediagrams haνe been constructed by the OriginPro software

and are mainly diνided into 2 regions:

• Low ρΗ Solutions (Acidic Solutions)

• High ρΗ Solutions (Alkaline Solutions)

The study focuses to the temperatures, i.e.25°C, 60°C and 90°C.

The aim of using Pourbaix diagrams in industry is to create design rules against

couosion, for the Fe-H20 system, these couosion control measures are as follows (for

a specific point):

1. If the electrode potential is changed ίη the negatiνe direction to a value below 

0.3 V vs SHE, the iron electrode is forced into a region of immunity. (Cathodic

Protection)

2. If the electrode potential is changed ίη the positiνe direction to νalues above 

0.1 ν νs SHE, the iron electrode is forced into a region ofpassiνity. (Anodic

Protection)

3. Ifthe Ph ofthe aqueous solution is increased to 7 or higher, the iron electrode

will then also reside ίη a region ofpassiνity.
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Pourbaix Diagram
2015.10.21.13.34.56
FE, Η+1 1 Η20, ΖΕ

Τ=298.15, Ρ=1 Ε5, Β{Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1 Ε-3

25 C 1 bar .001 mFE
2.0 r----------------~;:::=============~

02-Dominated Gas+

1:GAS#1

2:ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ#1

3:MAGNETlTE#1

1.5

H2-Dominated Gas+

~
.ι:::

W

1.0 .

0.5

0.0

-0.5

AQS 2. Anodic Protection

1. Cathodic Protection

Hematite

AQS+Hematite

-1.0

Fe(BCC)

12.010.08.0

ρΗ

6.04.02.0
-1.5.1.----------------------------'

0.0

Fig 59: Corrosion Control Measures οπ the Fe-H20 system
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When a metal-solution system operates οη a certain electrode potential-pH and

undergoes couosion, this Eh is called potential of couosion (Ecou).

In this region any stable phase is able to create a protective scale οη the interface of

metal-solution, thus the electrochetnical reactions do not stop.

0.40

0.50 1 gr Fe ίη 1kg Η2Ο with 5% wt H2S (ρΗ=2)

0.45

0.35

Pyrite
8-

-8------
8• .--------Ecorr •

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Τ C

0.1 Ο +---.----.-τ---ι---τ----τ-τ---ι---τ----τ-τ--_r_--.---,..-.---r-- .....

0.15

0.20

->
~0.30

W

0.25

Fig 60: Compounds ΟΙFe in αcidic solution

Above is shown the compounds by the change of electrode potential. The Ecou

potential is the critical point, below this any electrochemical reaction occurs, thus the

system remains ίn immunity.
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1 gr Fe ίη Alkaline Solution with 50/0 H2S

•Pyrrhotite

• Pyrite

-0.75

-0.60

-0.50

-0.55

-0.80

..-
G. -0.65
.c.
W

-0.70

20 30 40 50 60

Τ C

70 80 90 100

Fig 61: Compounds ο/Fe in Alkaline Solution

The same happens also for the alkaline solution, but ίη this case, more products

can be found.
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0.5-

0.4 -

1 gr Fe ίn ρΗ=2 Ι
• 5%S Ι

• 5% H2S1

0.3 -

~
Ecorr

0.2 - • Ecorr~

UJ • Ecorr

Ecorr• ••0.1 -
Εcoπ

0.0 -

Ecorr (Pyrite)
-0.1 - •

Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
τ (C)

Fig 62: Comparison-Fe with H2S & S in Acidic SoZution

The diagram above indicates the first cοποsίοn potential, whicll comes υρ for

any of2 solutions (either with S or with H2S).

At the temperature points of60 and 90°C the phases are almost coincident, also

at 25°C there is a small range of ΔΕh=Ο.3V, this is a very significant detaίl for the

designation of a protection cήterίοn which covers the two cases simultaneously.
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0.5 -

1 gr Fe ίn ρΗ=2 Ι
• with 5% S
• with 5% H2S

0.4 -

0.3 - Cathodic Protection Criterion

~
Ecorr

0.2 - ιι EcoL:. Π EcorrUJ

•
0.1 -

Εcοπ

0.0 -

Ecorr
-0.1 -

ι Ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
τ (C)

Fig 63: Cathodic Protection Criterion-Fe with H2S & S in Acidic So/ution

The Cathodic Protection Criterion aboνe, which designed for the specifιcs of

the system either for H2S or for S, would be implemented by the cathodic techniques

which were descripted ίn Literature Reνiew (Chapter 2)
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• with 5% S

1 gr Fe ίη ρΗ=12 • with 5% H2S

-0.60 -
• Ecorr

-0.65 -

Ecorr
:> -0.70- •-.s:::.
W

-0.75 - ΕcorrΠrοίlίte

••-0.80 - ΕcοrrΠrοίlίte Ecorr/Magnetite

•
• Ecorr/Magnetit~

-0.85 ι ι ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Τ (C)

Fig 64: Comparison-Fe with H2S & S in Alkaline Solution

Once again ίn this diagram the phases for eνery of the 3 temperature points are

almost coincident with the maximum range of Eh to be 0.1 Υ, therefore, only one

Cathodic protection criterion could be considered.
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-0.60 -

-0.65 -

~ -0.70-

-0.75 -

-0.80 -

.

• ECOΓΓ

Ecorr

1 gr Fe ίn ρΗ=12

Cathodic Protection Criterion

ΕCOΓrΠ roilite

• with 5% S
• with 5% H2S

Ecorr/Magnetite

•
-0.85 ι

20 30 40 50 60

Τ (C)
70 80

Ecorr/Magnetit 9
ι ι

90 100

Fig 65: Cαthodic Protection Criterion-Fe with H2S & S in αlkaline Solution

This grid οη the Cathodic Protection Cήterίadesign, indicates the 'Safe' region,

where the specific interaction system can operate properly.
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• 5%8
1 gr Ρ5 steel ίη ρΗ=3 • 5% Η28

-0,18 - .--
Ecorr (Cr203/FeCr204).~

-0.20 - • ,
- Ecorr (Pyrite/Cr203)
> ~

:; -0.22- •
W

-0.24 -
Ecorr (Pyrite/Cr203)

••-0.26 -

ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Τ (C)

Fig 66: Comparison-P5 with H2S & S ίπ Acidic So/ution

For the Ρ5 system the first phases at the lowest Eh are either Pyrite or Cr203.

The maximum range ofelectrochemical potential between the two cases is ΔΕh=Ο.Ο2V,

thus, the phases could be considered as coincident.
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1 gr Ρ5 steel ίη ρΗ=3

• 5%5
• 5% H2S

r (Pyrite/Cr203)
•

Cathodic Protection Criterion

•
"Ecorr (Pyrite/Cr203)

"

-0.20

-0.24

-0.26

-0.18 .--
Ecorr (Cr203/FeCr204)

"

->
;; -0.22
W

20 30 40 50 60

Τ C

70 80 90 100

Fig 67: Cαthodic Protection Criterion-P5 with H2S & S in Acidic Solution

The 'Safe' pH-Eh region for the corrosion prevention is slίghtly bigger for tlle low

temperatures below 60°C
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• 5%S
1 gr Ρ5 steel ίη Alkaline Solution • 5% H2S

-0.64 -
Ecorr•

-0.66 - • Ecorr

-0.68 -

Ecorr
-0.70 - •..-

> • Ecorr--m-0.72-

-0.74 -
Εcoπ

-0.76 - •
Ecorr

-0.78 - •
-0.80

ι ι ι ι ι Ι Ι Ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

TlC)

Fig 68: Compαrison-P5 with H2S & S in A/kα/ine So/ution

The Εcοπ situation for each of the 3 temperature points are coincident, with the

maximum range ofEh to be O.02V.
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• 5%S
1 gr Ρ5 steel ίn Alkaline Solution • 5% H2S

-0.64 -
EcoΓΓ•

-0.66 -
4

~coΓΓ

-0.68 -

Ecorr
-0.70 - • Cathodic Protection Criterion--.

> Ecoπ'-'"

ίfj -0.72-

-0.74 -
Εcoπ

-0.76 -

Ecorr
-0.78 -

-0.80
ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Τ (C)

Fig 69: Cαthodic Protection Criterion-P5 with H2S & S in α/kα/ine So/ution
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• Fe
Fe-P5 ίη ρΗ=2 • P5steel

0.20 - • ECOrr
ECOrr

0.15 - •
ECOrr

0.10 - •

-> 0.05--...c:
W

0.00 -
.

-0.05 -
Εcoπ (Pyrite)

-0.10 - Εcοπ (Pyrite) •
Εcoπ (Pyrite) •

-0.15 •
ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Τ (C)

Fig 70: Comparison-Fe & Ρ5 ίπ Acidic Solution

In Fe-P5 comparison, a different type ofphase comes up ίn every temperature, for

the Ρ5 steel (Pyrite).

The range of the electrochemical potential is pretty small again, with a maximum

value ofΔΕh=Ο.35Vat 25°C. Thus, is possible to design a protection criterion for both,

but the cοποsίοn is more favoured for Fe.
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• Fe
Fe-P5 ίη ρΗ=12 • Ρ5 steel

-0.70 - • ECOrr (ΡΥήteIΤΓοίlίte)

-0.72 -

-0.74 - Ecorr (Pyrite)

•
-0.76 -

..- Ecorr (Troilίte)>
;; -0.78- •
w ECOΓΓ (Troilite/Pyrrhotite)

-0.80 - •
EcoΓΓ (Troilite/Pyrrhotite)

-0.82 - ••
-0.84 - Ecorr (Troilit ~

-0.86 -

ι
,

Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Τ (C)

Fig 71: Comparison-Fe & Ρ5 ίπ A/ka/ine So/ution

It is shown that the phase foπnation is similar and the range ofthe electrochernical

potential is pretty small.
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-0.100

-0.105

-0.11 Ο

-0.115

-0.120

-0.125

-0.130

-0.135

Ρ5-Ρ9 ίπ ρΗ=2

• Ecorr (Pyrite)

Eoorr (pyrίte)

• Ecorr (Pyrite)

• Ecorr (ΡΥήte)

• Ρ5 steel
• Ρ9 steel

Ecorr (Pyrite)

•
Εcoπ (ΡΥήt )

20 30 40 50 60

Τ C

70 80 90 100

Fig 72: Comparison-P5 & Ρ9 ίπ Acidic So/ution

The Ρ9 steel differs from the Ρ5 only in Cr composition. The behavior of each. Is

similar ίη acidic solution. (sarne phase format, tiny Eh ranges)
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e)

e}

• Ρ5 stee/
Ρ5-Ρ9 ίπ ρΗ=12 • Ρ9 steel

-0.70 - • Ecorr (Pyrite)

-0.72 - • Εcoπ (Pyrite)

-0.74 -

-0.76 --> • Ecorr (Troilite);; -0.78-
W • Ecorr (Τrοίlίte/ΡΥπhοtίte)

-0.80 -

•
-0.82 - ECOΓΓ (ΤΓοίl t

-0.84 - Ecorr (Troilit:•
-0.86 -

ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι ι

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Τ (C)

Fig 73: Compαrison-P5 & Ρ9 in Alkαline Solution

The same happens for the alkaline region. Ρ5 and Ρ9 steels are quite similar at all

ranges of ρΗ. Thus, they can be treated the same regarding to the corrosion protection

crίteήa.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions & Future work

5.1 Conclusions

Summarizing the results presented above, a Pourbaix diagram is a highly useful

tool for understanding the cοποsίοη susceptibility of a metal ίη aqueous solution and

defining the areas of immunity, cοποsίοη and passivation over the whole range of ρΗ

and potential values. These information help to the cοποsίοη mitigation over the global

industry, as well as to a safer working environment.

It is irnportant to note that the information gathered by those diagrams concem

οηlΥ the thermodynamic prediction and do not provide any indication οη the kinetics of

the reactions. Thus, a Pourbaix diagram is the fιrst but significant step for the prediction

ofthe cοποsίοηbehaviour of a given metal/aqueous solution system.

5.2 Future Recommendations

The theory of Pourbaix diagrams can definitely be used as an extra tool to the

determinationlinvestigation of cοποsίοη

As a complementary tool will be useful ίη order to define the safe operational

conditions where a system is allowed to 'work' without unexpected failures due to

cοποsίοη.

In particular, for buήed pipeline projects or for maritime applications, where the

aqueous cοποsίοη dominates, Pourbaix diagrams are the key for the cathodic protection

design.

Furthermore, the conclusions that come from the Pourbaix diagrams study will

create more integrated and reliable suggestions for the corrosion control at the

investigated case studies.
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• Α further recommendation is the construction of more complex PourbaΊX

diagrams at higher temperatures and involving more cοποsίοη compounds

as the Cr-sulphides like the Cr5Ss for the Ρ5 and the Ρ9 grades.

• The input data for the further investigations may be found at the Case

studies conducted at the Laboratory ofMaterials.

• EDX as well as XRD analyses may also be used ίη order to determine the

cοποsίοη products of the scale formed. In this case, one knows the exact

chemical compounds which are formed during cοποsίοη process. Thus,

this clue will be also an input data for the construction process ofPourbaix

diagrams.

• The combination of the computational and laboratory data will provide aπ

extraordinary package ofknowledge (theoretical and actual), which can be

the base ofthe more reliable Poul"baix diagram construction.
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APPENDIX

Α: Thenno-calc Console

1.Pourbaix module: Ε-ρΗ diagramfor Fe-H20-5%S system in 25°C

~ Ιn this example has been defined a Fe-water system, with initial mοlaήty for the

iron 1.7906706*10-2 (equal to 1 gram) ίn 1 kg ofwater (Η20) (figure), it could

be reconstructed for the temperatures 60°C & 90°C (figure & respectiνely).

SYS: GO POURBAIX

WELCOME ΤΟ ΤΗΕ POURBAIX ΜοουΙΕ

!!!ΙΙ!ΙΙ !! !! !!! Ι !!111 !11 !! ! Ι ! Ι

for Quick Calculations of Pourbaix Diagrams

===========================================

Pingfang Shi and Βο Sundman

Thermo-Calc Software ΑΒ

Norra Stationsgatan 93

SE-l13 47 Stockholm, Sweden

(Version 7.0, Mar. 2014)

Need any instruction οπ the POURBAIX module? /Ν/:

Enforce a PAUSE after plotting when running a MACRO? /Ν/:

1. Start a completely new POURBAIX diagram calculation
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2. Open an old file & plot other property diagrams

3. Open an old file & make another POURBAIX calculation Ι

4. Open anΌld file & make another STEPPING calculation Ι

Select ορΙίοπ/1/: 1

1 -- Make a completely new POURBAIX diagram calculation

and automatically plot a pH-Eh diagram.

i.e., define a new chemical system;

specify the Τ-Ρ-Χ conditions;

calculate the initial equilibria;

perform the pH-Eh mapping calculation;

plot pH-Eh &νarious property diagrams.

Consider the GAS phase ίπ caIcuIating α Pourbaix diagram? ΙΥΙ: γ

Use singIe database?ΙΥΙ: γ

Combined Database: IPAQ21: PAQ2

THERMODYNAMIC DATABASE module

Current database: TCS Public Aqueous Soln (SIT) ΤΟΒ ν2.4

Η Ο ΖΕ

νΑ DEFINED

LIQUID:L REJECTED

GRAPHITE FC_ORTHORHOMBIC

MONOCLINIC REJECTED

CBCC_A12 CUB_A13 (ΗΙ_Α12

FE4N FECN_CHI REJECTED

CEMENTlTE M23C6 ΜΠ3

M5C2 Μ3Ω KSI_CARBIDE

ΡΙ REJECTED

FE3C NI3C CR3C2
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CR7C3 CR23C6 REJECTED

COC03 FEC03 NAHC03

NA2C03 NA2C03_52 NIC03

CRC606 REJECΤED

(03Ν CRN CR2N

FE2N ΝΙ3Ν REJECΤED

ΝΑΝ02 ΝΑΝ02_52 ΝΑΝ03

REJECΤED

(OCΙ2 CRCΙ2 CRCΙ3

FECΙ2 FECΙ3 NICΙ2

REJECΤED

FECΙO NACΙ04 ΝACΙ04_52

REJECΤED

DEFINE Α CHEMICAL 5Υ5ΤΕΜ ΑΝD IΤ5 ΙΝΙΤΙΑL ΒυLΚ (ΟΜΡ05IΤΙΟΝ:

=============================================================

Normallya POURBAIX diagram and related equilibrium property

ίη a heterogeneous interaction system are calculated under a

certain bulk composition which is usually 1 kg of water with

defined amounts of dissolving solute substances. The solutes

may either be completely dissolved into the aqueous solution,

ΟΓ be partially dissolved and simultaneously form some solid

phases.

CHEMICAL 5Υ5ΤΕΜ (ΕιΕΜΕΝΤ5):

Default defined eiements (solvent Η20): Η & Ο

and specially assigned ZE(electron) & VA(vacancy).

Prompt specified elements (solutes ELEM):

Fe Νί (ο Cr C Ν 5 Na CI

ΙΝΙΤΙΑL ΒυLΚ (ΟΜΡ05IΤΙΟΝ:

Default defined composition (solvent): 1.0 kg of Η20

Prompt specified composition (solutes): χ mole of ΕιΕΜ
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Notes: For accepting a default value, just RETURN at prompt;

For changing to a specific value, enter it at prompt.

=============================================================

IMPORTANT ΝΟΤΕ for Entering Solutes ίη Chemical Formulas:

First eiement letter ίη UPPER case, and second Iower case!

such as NaCl (02 CoCl3 FeO.93S NaS04-1 H2S04

Mass of Water (weight) =1 kg

First solute: Fe 0.0179067060614

Second solute: S 01559576

Outside current composition Iimits

Molality of 5 (mole/kg) /.001/:0.01559576

Next solute:

Defined chemical system and initial bulk composition:

Note: Solutes have been split υρ into chemical eiements

and their mole numbers. If confirmed, the POURBAIX

Module will, ίη further steps, count the initial

bulk composition ίη terms of chemical elements.

Η20 1.00000000 kg

ΖΕ (speciaIIyassigned)

FE 0.1790670606Ε-01 mole

5 0.1559576000Ε-01 mole

Confirm dejined system and initial buIk composition?ΙΥΙ: Υ

RETRIEVE THERMODYNAMIC ΟΑΤΑ FROM ΤΗΕ DATABASE: PAQ2

Η Ο ΖΕ
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νΑ DEFINED

LlQUID:L REJECTED

GRAPHITE ΟIΑΜΟΝD_Α4 FC_ORTHORHOMBIC

MONOCΙINIC REJECTED

FE4N FECN_CHI REJECTED

CR23C6 REJECTED

FEC03 NAHC03

NA2C03_S2 NIC03

CEMENTlTE

M5C2

ΡΙ REJECTED

FE3C

CR7C3

COC03

NA2C03

M23C6

Μ3Ω

NI3C

M7C3

KSI_CARBIDE

CR3C2

CRC606 REJECTED

(Ο3Ν CRN CR2N

FE2N ΝΙ3Ν REJECTED

ΝΑΝ02 NAN02_S2 ΝΑΝ03

REJECTED

(OCΙ2 CRCΙ2 CRCΙ3

FECΙ2 FECΙ3 NICΙ2

REJECTED

FECΙO NACΙ04 ΝACΙ04_S2

REJECTED

REINITlATlNG GES5 .....

FE DEFINED

5 DEFINED

/- DEFINED

This database has following phases for the defined system

REF_ELECTRODEAQUEOUS:A

FCC_Al

WUSTITE

BCC_A2

MAGNETlTE

GAS:G

HCP_A3

ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ
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FE203_GAMMA FE02H2

FEOOH FE20202H2

PVRRHOTIΤE_S2 ΤROILITE

ΤROILlΤE_S3 PVRITE

FES04 FE2S3012

FE03H3

PVRRHOTIΤE

TROILlΤE_S2

MARCASITE

Reject phαse(s)/ΝΟΝΕ/: FCC SIGMA

SIGMA REJECΤED

Reject phαse(s)/ΝΟΝΕ/:

Restore phαse(s): /ΝΟΝΕ/:

The following phases are retained ίπ this system:

AQUEOUS:A REF_ELECΤRODE GAS:G

BCC_A2 HCP_A3 WUSTITE

MAGNETIΤE ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ FE203_GAMMA

FE02H2 FE03H3 FEOOH

FE20202H2 PVRRHOTITE PVRRHOTITE_S2

TROILlTE TROILlTE_S2 TROILITE_S3

PYRITE MARCASITE FES04

FE2S3012

ΟΚ? /Υ/:

ELEMENΤS .

SPEClES ..

PHASES .

PARAMETERS .

FUNCTIONS ..

Lίst of references for assessed data
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'TCS public data set for gaseous miχture ίπ the Fe-Co-Cr-Na-Ni-C-H-O-N-S

-Clsystem.'

'TCS public data set for liqUΊd mixture and alloy solutions ίπ the Fe-Co

-Cr-Na-Ni-C-H-O-N-S-Clsystem.'

'TCS public data set for stoichiometric solids and liquids ίπ the Fe-Co-Cr

-Na-Ni-C-H-O-N-S-Clsystem.'

'TCS Aqueous Solution Database, TCAQ2, v2.0 (2002/2003). Extracted data

only for Fe-Co-Cr-Na-Ni-C-H-O-N-S-C1 bearing aqueous solution species

from TCAQ2 which covers totally 83 elements and contains many more

aqueous solution species.'

-ΟΚ-

ShouId αΠΥ phase have α miscibility gap check? /Ν/: Ν

...... Reinitializing ΡΟΙΥ3 workspaces .

Enjorce GIobal Minimization Τechnique ίπ caIcuIations?/Ν/: Ν

Save αΙΙ junetions, variabIes and tabIes ίπ ΡΟΙΥ3 jiIe?/Υ/: Υ

Set numericaI Iimits? /Ν/: Ν

SET CALCULATING PARAMETERS:

Lίst of Default and Pre-defined Calculation Conditions:

Units: Τ ίπ Κ, Ρ ίπ Pascal, Β(Η20) ίπ gram, Ν(ΕΙΕΜ) ίπ mole

Τ=298.15, Ρ=lΕ5, Β(Η20)=1000,N(H+l)=O, Ν(ΖΕ)=Ο, N(FE)=1.79067E-2,

N(S)=1.55958E-2

DEGREES OF FREEDOM Ο

Con!irm defined conditions? ΙΥΙ: V
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Calculating start ρoints; pIease be patient!

LIST ΤΗΕ FIRST DEFAULΤ STARTING EQUILIBRIUM ΡΟΙΝΤ:

Output from ροιγ-3, equiIibrium = 1, label ΑΟ ,database: ΡΑΟ2

Conditions:

Τ=298.15, Ρ=lΕ5, Β(Η20)=1000, N(FE)=1.79067E-2, N(S)=1.55958E-2,

LNACR(H+1)=-16.1181, MUR(lE)=100

DEGREES OF FREEDOM Ο

Temperature 298.15 Κ ( 25.00 C), Pressure 1.000000Ε+05

Number of moles of components 5.55107Ε+01, Mass ίπ grams 1.00132Ε+03

Total Gibbs energy -1.70184Ε+07, Enthalpy -1.58621Ε+07, Volume Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Component Moles M-Fraction Activity Potential Ref.stat

FE 1.7907Ε-02 3.2258Ε-04 4.6065Ε-26 -1.4462Ε+05 SER

Η+1 -1.7849Ε-01-3.2153Ε-Ο3 1.0000Ε-07 -3.9956Ε+04 SER

Η20 5.5508Ε+01 9.9996Ε-01 9.9963Ε-Ο1 -9.2228Ε-01 AQUEOUS#

S 1.5596Ε-02 2.8095Ε-04 2.7694Ε-25 -1.4018Ε+Ο5 SER

ΖΕ 1.4729Ε-01 2.6534Ε-031.0412Ε+00 1.0000Ε+02 REF_ELEC

AQUEOUS#l Status ENTERED Driving force Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Moles 5.5466Ε+01, Mass 9.9989Ε+02, Volume fraction Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Mole fractions:

Η20 1.00028Ε+00 S 2.81177Ε-04 Η+1-2.24941Ε-03

ΖΕ 1.68706Ε-03 FE 8.56728Ε-12

Constitution: SiteFraction Molality Activity log10Act

Η20 9.99719Ε-01 5.55084Ε+01 9.99639Ε-01 -0.0002

S04-2 2.81334Ε-04 1.56208Ε-02 8.11315Ε-03 -2.0908

ΟΗ-1 2.13405Ε-09 1.18491Ε-07 1.00590Ε-07 -6.9974

Η+1 2.12154Ε-09 1.17796Ε-07 1.00000Ε-07 -7.0000

HS04-1 1.69843Ε-09 9.43038Ε-Ο8 8.00566Ε-08 -7.0966
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FE+2 4.35199Ε-12 2.41640Ε-10 1.25503Ε-10 -9.9013

FEOH+1 4.21411Ε-12 2.33985Ε-10 1.98635Ε-10 -9.7019

54-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.3293Ε-104 -103.8764

5208-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.09594Ε-70 -69.5092

5204-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 6.73356Ε-51 -50.1718

5203-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 6.78461Ε-38 -37.1685

52-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.20446Ε-60 -59.9192

5-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 7.48686Ε-39 -38.1257

5406-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.37340Ε-74 -73.6246

03 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.6324Ε-113 -112.5797

02 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.56845Ε-58 -57.5903

55-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 6.3714Ε-127 -126.1958

Η503-1 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.94275Ε-20 -19.7116

Η5-1 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 6.11898Ε-33 -32.2133

Η02-1 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 7.74601Ε-51 -50.1109

Η2503 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.17209Ε-25 -24.9310

Η25 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.38521Ε-33 -32.2688

Η202 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.66028Ε-46 -45.4365

502 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.12350Ε-25 -24.9494

Η2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.46000Ε-18 -17.2628

503-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.42378Ε-17 -16.8466

FE504+1 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.62530Ε-21 -20.7891

FEOH+2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 9.25319Ε-19 -18.0337

53-2 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.67139Ε-82 -81.7769

FE03H3-1 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.70618Ε-51 -50.7680

FE202H2+4 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.70031Ε-35 -34.4318

FE+3 1.00000Ε-15 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.53038Ε-23 -22.8152

50lution Properties: ρΗ = 7.0000 Eh = 0.0010 V 1= 0.0312

pe = 0.0175 Ah = 0.1000 kJ m* = 0.0156

Aw = 0.9996 Os = 1.2845 pKw = 13.9973

At1= 1.0000Ε-15 At2= 1.1849Ε-07 (equiv_mol/kg_H20)

ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ#l 5tatus ENTERED Driving force Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Moles 4.4767Ε-02, Mass 1.4298Ε+00, Volume fraction Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Mole fractions:
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ΖΕ 1.20000Ε+ΟΟ FE 4.00000Ε-ΟΙ Η+Ι-Ι.20000Ε+ΟΟ

Η20 6.00000Ε-ΟΙ S Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Constitution:

FE203 1.00000Ε+ΟΟ

L1ST ΤΗΕ DEFINED SYMBOLS:

DEFINED CONSTANTS

TSLlMITO=99, ΑΗ20=55.508435, WH20=1.80152E-2, RNL=2.3025851, R=8.31451,

RNF=96485.309

DEFINED FUNCΤIONS ΑΝΟ VARIABLES%

TC%=T-273.15

PBAR%=P*lE-05

ΡΚΒ%=Ρ*lΕ-Ο8

RT%=R*T

EH=MUR(ZE)/RNF

ΡΗ=- LOG10(ACR(H+l,AQUEOUS#1)*AH20)

MUR(ZE) is the electrochemical potential (ECP; ίπ the

unit of J/mol; w.r.t. the standard hydrogen electrode).

ACR(H+l,AQUEOUS) is the site-fraction-based activity of

the Η+Ι aqueous species ίπ AQUEOUS solution phase, but

AI(H+l,AQUEOUS) [that equals ACR(H+l,AQUEOUS)*AH20] is

the molality-based activity of the Η+1 aqueous species

that should be used for defining the ρΗ quantity.

Within an aqueous-bearing heterogeneous interaction system,

the fundamental system-components must be Η20, Η+Ι and ΖΕ,

which are corresponding to the basic elements Ο & Η and

the hypothetical electron (ΖΕ) ίπ the aqueous solution

phase. For the additional chemical elements ίπ the system,

their corresponding system-components shall be defined as

ίπ their element forms (such as Fe, Cr, Μπ, Νί, Na, C1, S)
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ΟΓ (for some) ίπ their molecular forms (e.g., NaCl, H2S).

The reference state for the Η20 component must always be

defined as the solvent species Η20 ίπ the AQUEOUS solution

phase under the current temperature (*) and 100000 Pascal

(i.e., 1 bar). The reference states forthe Η+1 and ΖΕ

components are by default set as their SER.

Various conventional properties of aqueous solute species Ι

are converted ίπ the following manners:

ΜΙ=Y(AQUEOUS,I)*AH20!yH20

RC =ACR(I,AQUEOUS)*YH20jY(AQUEOUS,I)

ΑΙ = RC*ML

= ACR(I,AQUEOUS)*AH20

where ΥΗ20 [i.e., Y(AQUEOUS,H20)) and Y(AQUEOUS,I) are

the site-fractions of solvent Η20 and solute species Ι.

LIST ΤΗΕ DEFINED AXIS-VARIABLES:

Axis Νο 1: LNACR(H+1)

Axis Νο 2: MUR(ZE)

Μίπ: -34.532535Max: 2.3025851Inc: 0.8

Μίπ: -150000 Max: 200000 Inc: 7718.85

ΝΟΤΕ: The default settings (Iisted above) for two mapping

variables [ίπ terms of InACR(H+1) and MUR(ZE), and

their minimumjmaximum values and increment steps]

are covering the following pH-Eh rangesjsteps:

ρΗ: 0.00 -> 14.00, at a step of 0.35

Eh: -1.55 -> 2.07, at a step of 0.08 (V)

The maximum ρΗ Iimit has been calculated precisely

and determined automatically by the POURBAIX-Module,

as a function of the temperature-pressure conditions

and initial bulk compositions of the current defined

interaction system.
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44 equilibria

Accept the delau/t settings lor two mapping variab/es?ΙΥΙ: Υ

ΜΑΡ ΤΗΕ POURBAIX DIAGRAM:

Version S mapping is selected

Organizing start points

Using ΑΟΟΕΟ start equiIibria

Tie-lines not ίπ the plane of caIculation

Generating start point 1

Generating start point 2

Generating start point 42

Phase region boundary 1 at: -1.612Ε+ΟΙ 7.816Ε+Ο4

** GAS#l

AQUEOUS#l

ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ#l

Calculated.. 26 equilibria

Terminating at axis limit.

Phase region boundary 2 at: -3.453Ε+ΟΙ 3.295Ε+Ο4

** GAS#l

AQUEOUS#l

ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ#l

Calculated.

Phase region boundary 55 at: -2.102Ε+01 6.600Ε+Ο4

** GAS#l

AQUEOUS#l

ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ#l
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Calculated. 26 equilibria

Terminating at known equilibrium

*** BUFFER SAVED ΟΝ FILE: C:\Users\Student3\Documents\POURBAIX.POLY3

CPU time for mapping 2S seconds

POSTPROCESSOR VERSION 3.2

Setting automatic diagram aχes

CURRENT DEVICE: ΤC-υNITE Driver

Plotting the diagram; please be patient!

Any missing phase boundary you could possibly think οι?/Ν/: Ν

Change the pH/Eh steps for smoother curves?/Ν/: Ν

Zoom ίπ?/Ν/: Ν

Change Curve-Label Option for the diagram? /Ν/: Ν
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1 gr Fe ίπ 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=25 C)
2016.02.22.10.33.54
FE. Η+1. Η20. S. ΖΕ
Τ=298.15. Ρ=1 Ε5. Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.79067E·2, N(S)=1.55958E·2 25 C 1 bar .017907mFE .015596mS

1.5

1.0

0.5

ε
.s:::.
W 0.0

-0.5

02-Domil1ated Gas +

AQS+Pyήte

I:PYRITE"

2:GAS.1

3:PYRRHOTlTE.,

4:ΜΑοοεTlτε'l

5:ΗΕΜΑΤιτε.1

6:TROILITE'1

-1 .0 H2-Domίnated Gas +

-1.5

Fe(BCC)

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

ρΗ

8.0 10.0 12.0

Fig 74: 1 gr Fe in 1 Kg Η20-5%S (F=250C)

~ Now the temperature has been changed for perforrnance

SET CALCULATING PARAMETERS:

Lίst of Default and Pre-defined Calculation Conditions:

Units: Τ ίπ ΚΙ Ρ ίπ pascal, Β(Η20) ίπ gram, Ν(ΗΕΜ) ίπ mole
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Τ=298.15, Ρ=lΕ5, Β(Η20)=1000, Ν(Η+Ι)=Ο, N(lE)=O, N(FE)=1.79067E-2

DEGREES OF FREEDOM Ο

Con/irm de/ined conditions?/Υ/: Ν

RE-DEFINE CALCULATlON CONDITlONS:

============================================================
Notes: For accepting a defauit vaIue, just RETURN at prompt;

For changing to a specific value, enter it at prompt.

Initial Bulk Composition:

Mass of Water (weight) = 1 kg

Molαlίιy 0/FE (mole/kg) /1.790/: 1.79067Ε-2

Pressure and Temperature:

System Pressure (bar) /1/: 1

Calculating applicable temperature Iimit. PIease be patient!

Testing result with global minimization

The AppIicabIe Temperature Lίmit at given χ and Ρ is 94.81 C.

System Temperature (C) /25/: 60

Lίst of Defauit and Pre-defined Calculation Conditions:

Units: Τ ίη Κ, Ρ ίη pascal, Β(Η20) ίη gram, N(ELEM) ίη mole

Τ=298.15, Ρ=lΕ5, Β(Η20)=1000,N(FE)=1.79067E-2, N(S)=1.55958E-2,

LNACR(H+l)=-16.1181, MUR(lE)=100

DEGREES OF FREEDOM Ο

Confirm defined conditions? ΙΥ/: Υ
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1 gr Fe ίn 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=60 C)
2016.02.22.12.14.39
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η'1, ΖΕ, FE, S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=333.15, Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.79067E-2, N(S)=O.155958

1.5

1.0

0.5

-0.5

1:GAS'1
2:ΗΕΙΛΑ ΤΙΤΕ'1
3:PYRIΤEI1

4:TROLIΤE'1

S:MAGNETIΤEI1

6:PYRRHOTIτe'1

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

ρΗ

8.0 10.0 12.0

Fig 75: 1 gr Fe in 1 Kg Η20-5%S (I=6rPC)
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1 gr Fe Ιη 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=60 C)
2016.02.22.12.14.39
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, lE, FE, S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=333.15. Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.79067E·2, N(S)=O.155958

-0.45

-0.50

-0.55

-0.60

-0.65

ε
.c
W -0.70

-0.75

-0.80

-0.85

-0.90

1:GAS.1

2:ΗΕΙΛΑΤΙΤΕ'1

3:PYRITE'1
4: TROLITE'1

5:ΜΑΟΝΕΤΙΤΕ'1

6:PYRRHOTITE'1

10.5 11.0 11.5

ρΗ

12.0 12.5 13.0

Fig 76: 1 gr Ρε in 1 Kg Η20-5%S (T=6rPC)-Zoom ln
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1 gr Fe Ιπ 1 Kg Η20-5% S (Τ=90 C)
2016.02.22.11.25.06
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η+1, lE, FE, S
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=363.15. Β(Η20)=1 000., N(FE)=1.79067E-2, N(S)=0.155958

1.0

0.5

ε
.c.
W 0.0

-0.5

-1.0

1;GAS#1

2:PYRITe'l
3:ΙΑΑΟΝΕτιτε'l

4:PYRRHOTITe'l
5:TROLITe'1

6:ΗΕΜΑ ΤΙΤΕ'1

14.02.0 4.0 6.0

ρΗ

8.0 10.0 '12.0

Fig 77: 1 gr Fe in 1 Kg H10-5% S (T=90oC)
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2. TDB-POLΥ-POST routine: E-Ph diagram for 304L-H20-5% NaCl system in 25°C

~ Ιn this example has been defined a low carbon stainless steel (304L)-water

system, with 5% dissolved sodium chloride ίn 1 kg of water (figure) , it could

be reconstructed for the temperatures 60°C & 90°C (figure & respectively).

SYS: go da

THERMODYNAMIC DATABASE module

Current database: TCS SteelsjFe-Alloys Database v6.2

B2_BCC

DICΤRA_FCC_Al

B2_BCC

DICΤRA_FCC_Al

L12_FCC

HIGH_SIGMA

L12_FCC

HIGH_SIGMA

νΑ DEFINED

IONIC_L1Q:Y

B2_VACANa

REJECΤED

ΤΟ8_TCFE6: rej sys

νΑ DEFINED

IONIC_L1Q:Y

B2_VACANa

REJECΤED

REINITJATlNG GES5 .....

ΤΟ8_TCFE6: sw PAQ2

Current database: TCS Public Aqueous Soln (SIT) ΤΟΒ v2.4

Η Ο ΖΕ

νΑ DEFINED

L1QUID:L REJECΤED

GRAPHITE ΟIΑΜΟΝΟ_Α4 FC_ORTHORHOMBIC

MONOCΙINIC REJECΤED

CBCC_A12 CUB_A13 CHI_A12

FE4N FECN_CHI REJECΤED

CEMENTJTE M23C6 ΜΠ3

M5C2 M3C2 KSI_CARBIDE

ΡΙ REJECΤED
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FE3C NI3C CR3C2

CR7C3 CR23C6 REJECTED

COC03 FEC03 NAHC03

NA2C03 NA2C03_S2 NIC03

CRC606 REJECTED

(03Ν CRN CR2N

FE2N ΝΙ3Ν REJECTED

ΝΑΝ02 NAN02_S2 ΝΑΝ03

REJECTED

(OCΙ2 CRCΙ2 CRCΙ3

FECΙ2 FECΙ3 NICΙ2

REJECTED

FECΙO NACΙ04 NACΙ04_S2

REJECTED

TDB_PAQ2: d-sνs Η Ο Na CI Fe Cr Νί

ΝΑ

CR

CΙ

ΝΙ DEFINED

FE

TDB_PAQ2:I-sys const

AQUEOUS:A :Η20 Η2 H+l OH-l Η202 H02-1 02 03 CΙ2 CΙ-l CΙ02 CΙO-l CΙ02-1

CΙ03-1 CΙ04-1 HCΙO HCΙ02 CR+2 CR+3 CROH+2 CRO+l CR02-1 HCR02 HCR04-1 CR04

-2 CR207-2 FE+2 FE+3 FEOH+l FEOH+2 FE03H3-1 FE202H2+4 FECΙ+2 ΝΑ+Ι ΝI+2

NIOH+l:

> Aqueous Solution: using the SIT Model (from TCAQ2 database)

REF_ELECTRODE :ΖΕ:

> Reference Electrode for ΖΕ potentail; always SUSPENDED ίπ ΡΟΙV.

GAS:G :CΙ CΙ2 CΙ1Hl CΙ10l CΙ102 CΙ1H10l CΙ201 CΙ1CRl CΙ1CR10l

CΙ1CR102 CΙHE1 CΙ1NAl CΙ1NIl CΙ2CRl CΙ2CR10l CΙ2CR102 CΙ2FE1 CΙ2NA2

CΙ2NIl CΙ3CRl CΙ3CR10l CΙ3FE1 CΙ3NA3 CΙ4CRl CΙ4CR10l CΙ4FE2 CΙSCRl CΙ6CRl

CΙ6FE2 CR CR1Hl CR1H10l CR1H102 CR1H103 CR1H202 CR1H203 CR1H204 CR1H303

CR1H304 CR1H404 CR1H40S CR10l CR102 CR103 CR2 CR201 CR202 CR203 FE FE1H101

FE1H102 FE1H202 FE101 FE102 Η ΗΙΝΑΙ ΗΙΝΑΙΟΙ ΗΙΝΙΙ ΗΙΝΙ101 ΗΙΟΙ ΗΙ02 Η2

Η2ΝΑ202 Η2ΝΙΙ02 Η201 Η202 ΝΑ ΝΑΙΟΙ ΝΑ2 ΝΑ201 ΝΑ202 ΝΙ ΝΙΙ01 Ο 02 03:

> Gaseous Miχture, using the ideal gas model

FCC_Al :CR FE ΝΑ ΝΙ O:VA:
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> This is also the ΜΧ (X=C,N) solution phase.

BCC_A2 :CR FE ΝΑ ΝΙ O:VA:

> This is also the ΜΧ3 (X=C,N) solution phase.

HCP_Α3 :CR FE ΝΑ NI:VA:

> This is also the Μ2Χ (X=C,N) solution phase.

SIGMA :FE NI:CR:CR FE ΝΙ:

ΗΑΙΙΤΕ :NA1CΙ1:

WU5TITE :FEO.94701:

MAGNETITE :FE304:

ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ :FE203:

FE203_GAMMA :FE203:

FE02H2 :FE1H202:

FE03H3 :FE1H303:

FEOOH :FE1H102:

FE20202H2 :FE2H204:

CR02 :CR102:

CR03 :CR103:

CR203 :CR203:

CR5012 :CR5012:

CR8021 :CR8021:

ΝΑΟ2 :NAlO2:

ΝΑ20 :NA201:

NA20_S2 :NA201:

NA20_S3 :NA201:

ΝΑ202 :ΝΑ202:

NA202_S2 :ΝΑ202:

ΝΑΟΗ :H1NAlOl:

ΝΑΟΗ_52 :H1NAlOl:

ΝΙΟ :NI1Ol:

ΝΙΟ_52 :NI101:

ΝΙΟ2Η2 :H2NI102:

ΝΙΟΟΗ :H1NI102:

FECR204 :CR2FE104:

NICR204 :CR2NI104:
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NA2CR204 :CR2NA204:

NIFE204 :FE2Nll04:

NA2CR04 :CR1NA204:

NA2CR04_S2 :CR1NA204:

NA2FE02 :FE1NA102:

TDB_PAQ2: rej ph HCP_Α3 CBCC_A12 CUB_A13 CHI_A12 Fe4N

HCP_Α3 REJECTED

TDB_PAQ2: rej ph SIGMA

SIGMA REJECTED

TDB_PAQ2: rej ph NaH

TDB_PAQ2: get

REINITIATING GES5 .....

ELEMENTS .

SPEClES .

PHASES .

PARAMETERS .

FUNCTIONS .

Lίst of references for assessed data

'TCS public data set for gaseous miχture ίη the Fe-Co-Cr-Na-Ni-C-H-O-N-S

-CI system.'

'TCS public data set for liquid mixture and alloy solutions ίη the Fe-Co

-Cr-Na-Ni-C-H-O-N-S-CI system.'

'TCS public data set for stoichiometric solids and Iiquids ίη the Fe-Co-Cr

-Na-Ni-C-H-O-N-S-CI system.'

'TCS Aqueous Solution Database, TCAQ2, ν2.0 (2002/2003). Extracted data

only for Fe-Co-Cr-Na-Ni-C-H-O-N-S-CI bearing aqueous solution species

from TCAQ2 which covers totally 83 elements and contains many more

aqueous solution species.'

-ΟΚ-

TDB_PAQ2: go ρ-3
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ΡΟΙΥ version 3.32

ΡΟΙΥ_3: d-com Η20 Η+Ι ΖΕ Na CI Fe Cr Νί

ΡΟΙ Υ_3: s-r-s Η20 AQUEOUS * le5

ΡΟΙΥ_3:s-r-s Ze REF_ΕιΕ * le5

ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-st c

*** STATUS FOR ΑΙΙ COMPONENTS

COMPONENT STATUS REF. STATE Τ(Κ)

νΑ ENTERED SER

Η20 ENTERED AQUEOUS#l *
Η+1 ENTERED SER

ΖΕ ENTERED REF_ELECTRODE# *

ΝΑ ENTERED SER

CΙ ENTERED SER

P(Pa)

100000

100000

FE ENTERED SER

CR ENTERED SER

ΝΙ ENTERED SER

ΡΟΙ Υ_3: ent-sym const ΑΗ20=55.508435

ΡΟΙΥ_3:ent-sym const RNF =96485.309

ΡΟΙΥ_3: ent-sym funct Eh = mur(ZE)/RNFj

ΡΟΙΥ_3: ent-sym funct ρΗ = -log10(acr(H+l))j

ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-sym

DEFINED CONSTANTS

AH20=SS.50843S, RNF=9648S.309

DEFINED FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES%

EH=MUR(lE)/RNF

ΡΗ=- ΙOG10(ACR(H+1) )

ΡΟΙΥ_3: s-c p=le5 t=298.15

ΡΟΙΥ_3: s-c b(H20)=1000

ΡΟΙΥ_3: s-c n(Na)=0.085554 n(CI)=0.085554

ΡΟΙΥ_3: s-c n(Fe)=1.3250488E-2 n(Cr)=3.4618048E-3

ΡΟΙΥ_3: s-c η(Νί)=1.3630942Ε-3

ΡΟΙΥ_3: s-c Inacr(H+l)=-16.11809565 mur(Ze)=O
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ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-c

Ρ=lΕ5, Τ=298.15, Β(Η20)=1000, Ν(ΝΑ)=8.5554Ε-2, N(CΙ)=8.5554E-2,

N(FE)=1.3250SE-2, N(CR)=3.4618E-3, Ν(ΝI)=1.36309Ε-3, LNACR(H+l)=-16.1181,

MUR(ZE)=O

DEGREES OF FREEDOM Ο

@@ Setting NumericaΙLimits:

ΡΟΙΥ_3: s-n-I 2000 le-4 le-12 η

LIΜΙΤΑT10NS of the present version of Thermo-Calc

Max number of elements : 40

Max number of species :5000

Max number of sublattices ίπ a phase : 10

Max number of constituents ίπ a phase: : 200

Max number of constituents ίπ an ideal phase :5000

@@ Calculating an initial equilibrium with οηlΥAQUEOUS presented:

ΡΟΙΥ_3: c-st Ρ *=sus

ΡΟΙΥ_3: c-st Ρ AQUEOUS=ent 55.8

ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-st Ρ

*** STATUS FOR ΑΙΙ PHASES

PHASE STATUS DRIVING FORCE MOLES

AQUEOUS#l ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.580000Ε+03

SUSPENDED PHASES:

WUSTlTE#l REF_ELECΤRODE#l NIO_S2#1 ΝIΟΟΗ#l ΝIΟ2Η2#1 ΝIΟ#l NIFE204#1 NICR204n1

NAOH_S2#1 ΝΑΟΗ#l ΝΑΟ2#1 NA20_S3#1 NA20_S2#1 NA202_S2#1 ΝΑ202#1 ΝΑ20#1

NA2FE02#1 NA2CR04_S2#1 NA2CR04#1 NA2CR204#1 MAGNETITE#l ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ#l

ΗΑLιΤΕ#l

FEOOH#l FE03H3#1 FE02H2#1 FECR204#1 FE203_GAMMA#1 FE20202H2#1 FCC_A1#1

CR03#1

CR02#1 CR8021#1 CR5012#1 CR203#1 BCC_A2#1 GAS#l

ΡΟΙΥ_3: c-e

NormaI ροιν minimization, not global

Testing ροιν result by global minimization procedure

Calculated 4 grid points ίπ Ο s

84 ITS, CPU Τ1ΜΕ USED Ο SECONDS

ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-e ,Χ
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Output from ροιν-3, equilibrium = 1, label ΑΟ ,database: PAQ2

Conditions:

P=lES, T=298.1S, Β(Η20)=1000, N(NA)=8.5SS4E-2, N(CL)=8.5SS4E-2,

N(FE)=1.32S0SE-2, N(CR)=3.4618E-3, Ν(ΝI)=1.36309Ε-3, lNACR(H+1)=-16.1181,

MUR(lE)=O

DEGREES OF FREEDOM Ο

Temperature 298.1S Κ ( 2S.00 C), Pressure 1.000000E+OS

Number of moles of components S.572S0E+01, Mass in grams 1.00S99E+03

Total Gibbs energy -1.70642Ε+07, Enthalpy -1.5902SE+07, VoJume -7.S884SE-08

Component Moles M-Fraction Activity Potential Ref.stat

Η20 S.5S08E+01 9.9611Ε-019.9606Ε-01 -9.7749Ε+00 AQUEOUS#

Η+1 -1.22S6E-02 -2.1994Ε-041.0000Ε-07 -3.99S6E+04 SER

ΖΕ 3.9613Ε-02 7.1086Ε-041.0000Ε+00 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ REF_ELEC

ΝΑ 8.5SS4E-02 1.53S3E-03 1.5221E-SO -2.8436E+OS SER

CL 8.5SS4E-02 1.S3S3E-03 1.1830Ε-30 -1.7082E+OS SER

FE 1.32S0E-02 2.3778Ε-04 1.0841Ε-18 -1.02S4E+OS SER

CR 3.4618Ε-03 6.2123E-OS 2.9897E-4S -2.541SE+OS SER

ΝΙ 1.3631Ε-03 2.4461E-OS 9.6340Ε-14 -7.4297Ε+04 SER

AQUEOUS#l Status ENTERED Driving force Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Moles S.572SE+01, Mass 1.0060Ε+03, Volume fraction 1.0000Ε+00 Mole fractions:

Η20 9.96114Ε-01 ΝΑ 1.S3S29E-03 FE 2.37784Ε-04 ΝΙ 2.44611E-OS

CL 1.53S29E-03 ΖΕ 7.108S8E-04 CR 6.21233E-OS Η+1-2.19937Ε-04

Constitution: SiteFraction Molality Activity log10Act

Η20 9.96603Ε-01 S.5S084E+01 9.96160Ε-01 -0.0017

CL-1 1.53630Ε-03 8.5S682E-02 6.59873Ε-02 -1.180S

ΝΑ+1 1.53630Ε-03 8.5S681E-02 6.60024Ε-02 -1.1804

FE+2 1.3801SE-04 7.68713Ε-03 2.72477Ε-03 -2.5647

FEOH+1 9.99243E-OS S.56SS5E-03 4.29714Ε-03 -2.3668

CRO+1 S.41433E-05 3.01566Ε-03 2.32838Ε-03 -2.6329

ΝI+2 2.44S66E-OS 1.36217Ε-03 4.8S0S8E-04 -3.3142
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CROH+2 6.08166Ε-06 3.38734Ε-04 1.20412E-04 -3.9193

HCR02 1.90785Ε-06 1.06263Ε-04 1.06253Ε-04 -3.9737

ΝIΟΗ+1 2.05375Ε-08 1.14389Ε-06 8.83196Ε-07 -6.0539

CR+3 2.00706Ε-08 1.11788Ε-06 1.09420Ε-07 -6.9609

CR02-1 1.11015Ε-08 6.18327Ε-07 4.77408Ε-07 -6.3211

ΟΗ-1 2.33373Ε-09 1.29983Ε-07 1.00231Ε-07 -6.9990

Η+1 2.32492Ε-09 1.29492Ε-07 1.00000Ε-07 -7.0000

03 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.0445Ε-113 -112.6894

Η2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.91876Ε-18 -17.2278

FEOH+2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.92263E-1l -10.7161

Η202 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.35254Ε-46 -45.4746

FE03H3-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.66478Ε-44 -43.4360

FECL+2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.98607Ε-16 -15.2229

FE202H2+4 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.59752Ε-20 -19.7966

FE+3 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.19121Ε-16 -15.4960

ΗCLΟ 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.78953Ε-45 -44.5545

HCL02 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.00471Ε-87 -86.9980

CR04-2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.01208Ε-26 -25.5211

HCR04-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 9.10293Ε-27 -26.0408

Η02-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 7.09476Ε-51 -50.1491

CR207-2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.01216E-51 -50.5211

02 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.17016Ε-58 -57.6635

CR+2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.24730Ε-15 -14.2801

CL04-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.4469Ε-133 -132.2639

CL03-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.0470Ε-105 -104.9800

CL02-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.05154Ε-82 -81.9782

CL02 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.1402Ε-100 -99.9430

CLO-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 6.04737Ε-46 -45.2184

CL2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.87747Ε-50 -49.4115

Solution Properties: ρΗ = 7.0000 Eh = 0.0000 ν 1= 0.1086

pe = 0.0000 Ah = 0.0000 kJ m* = 0.1892

Aw = 0.9962 Os = 1.1287 pKw = 13.9973

At1= 1.0000Ε-12 At2= 1.2998Ε-07 (equiv_mol/kg_H20)

ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-st Ρ
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*** STATUS FOR ΑLL PHASES

PHASE STATUS DRIVING FORCE MOLES

AQUEOUS#l ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.572498Ε+01

SUSPENDED PHASES:

WUSTITE#l REF_ELECTRODE#l NIO_S2#1 ΝIΟΟΗ#l ΝIΟ2Η2#1 ΝIΟ#l NIFE204#1 NICR204#1

NAOH_S2#1 ΝΑΟΗ#l ΝΑΟ2#1 NA20_S3#1 NA20_S2#1 NA202_S2#1 ΝΑ202#1 ΝΑ20#1

NA2FE02#1 NA2CR04_S2#1 NA2CR04#1 NA2CR204#1 MAGNETITE#l ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ#l

ΗΑLIΤΕ#l

FEOOH#l FE03H3#1 FE02H2#1 FECR204#1 FE203_GAMMA#1 FE20202H2#1 FCC_A1#1

CR03#1

CR02#1 CR8021#1 CR5012#1 CR203#1 BCC_A2#1 GAS#l

ΡΟΙΥ_3: sh b η η (*)

8=1005.9877

Ν=55.724975

Ν(Η20)=55.508435, Ν(Η+1)=-1.2255986Ε-2,Ν(ΖΕ)=3.9612563Ε-2,Ν(ΝΑ)=8.5554Ε-2,

N(CL)=8.5554078E-2, N(FE)=1.3250495E-2, N(CR)=3.4618194E-3,

Ν(ΝI)=1.3630942Ε-3

@@ Calculating an initial equilibrium with all phases presented:

ΡΟΙΥ_3: c-st Ρ *=ent Ο

ΡΟΙΥ_3: c-st Ρ AQUEOUS=ent 55.8

ΡΟΙΥ_3: c-st Ρ REF_ELE=sus

ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-st Ρ

*** STATUS FOR ΑLL PHASES

PHASE STATUS DRIVING FORCE MOLES

WUSTITE#l ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NIO_S2#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΝIΟΟΗ#l ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΝIΟ2Η2#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΝIΟ#l ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NIFE204#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NICR204#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NAOH_S2#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΝΑΟΗ#l ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΝΑΟ2#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ
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NA20_S3#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NA20_S2#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NA202_S2#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΝΑ202#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΝΑ20#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NA2FE02#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NA2CR04_S2#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NA2CR04#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

NA2CR204#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

MAGNETITE#l ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕ#l ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ΗΑΙΙΤΕ#l

FEOOH#l

FE03H3#1

FE02H2#1

FECR204#1

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

FE203_GAMMA#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

FE20202H2#1 ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

FCC_Al#l

CR03#1

CR02#1

CR8021#1

CR5012#1

CR203#1

BCC_A2#1

AQUEOUS#l

GAS#l

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.583656Ε+01

ENTERED Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

SUSPENDED PHASES:

REF_ELECTRODE#l

POLY_3:c-e

Normal ΡΟΙΥ minimization, not global

Testing ΡΟΙγ result by global minimization procedure

Calculated 3913 grid points ίπ Os

465 ITS, CPU ΤΙΜΕ USED 1 SECONDS
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ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-e ,Χ

Output from ροιν-3, equilibrium = 1, label ΑΟ , database: PAQ2

Conditions:

Ρ=IΕ5, Τ=298.15, Β(Η20)=1000, Ν(ΝΑ)=8.5554Ε-2, N(CΙ)=8.5554E-2,

N(FE)=1.32505E-2, N(CR)=3.4618E-3, Ν(ΝI)=1.36309Ε-3, LNACR(H+l)=-16.1181,

MUR(lE)=O

DEGREES OF FREEDOM Ο

Temperature 298.15 Κ ( 25.00 C), Pressure 1.000000Ε+05

Number of moles of components 5.56976Ε+ΟΙ, Mass ίη grams 1.00595Ε+03

Total Gibbs energy -1.70630Ε+07, Enthalpy -1.59012Ε+07, Volume -6.20719Ε-15

Component Moles M-Fraction Activity Potential Ref.stat

Η20 5.5508Ε+ΟΙ 9.9660Ε-019.9654Ε-01-8.5924Ε+00 AQUEOUS#

Η+Ι -5.2837Ε-02 -9.4864Ε-04 1.0000Ε-07 -3.9956Ε+04 SER

ΖΕ 5.2863Ε-02 9.4911Ε-04 1.0000Ε+00 -4.4035Ε-12 REF_ELEC

ΝΑ 8.5554Ε-02 1.5360Ε-03 1.5537Ε-50 -2.8431Ε+05 SER

CΙ 8.5554Ε-02 1.5360Ε-03 1.2078Ε-30 -1.7077Ε+05 SER

FE 1.325ΙΕ-02 2.3790Ε-04 5.2232Ε-26 -1.4431Ε+05 SER

CR 3.4618Ε-03 6.2154Ε-05 1.2572Ε-53 -3.0196Ε+05 SER

ΝΙ 1.3631Ε-03 2.4473Ε-05 1.0073Ε-15 -8.5603Ε+04 SER

AQUEOUS#1 Status ENTERED Driving force Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Moles 5.5653Ε+ΟΙ, Mass 1.0045Ε+03, Volume fraction 1.0000Ε+00 Mole fractions:

Η20 9.96925Ε-01 ΝΑ 1.53727Ε-03 ΝΙ 2.36160Ε-07 CR 1.00000Ε-ΙΙ

CΙ 1.53727Ε-03 ΖΕ 4.71032Ε-07 FE 1.68577Ε-ΙΙ Η+1-3.11048Ε-Ι0

Constitution:

Η20

CΙ-l

ΝΑ+1

ΝI+2

ΟΗ-Ι

Η+Ι

SiteFraction Molality Activity log10Act

9.96925Ε-ΟΙ 5.55084Ε+01 9.96603Ε-01 -0.0015

1.53727Ε-03 8.55948Ε-02 6.73703Ε-02 -1.1715

1.53727E-D3 8.55947Ε-02 6.73703Ε-02 -1.1715

2.35950Ε-07 1.31376Ε-05 5.07139Ε-06 -5.2949

2.28889Ε-09 1.27444Ε-07 1.00279Ε-07 -6.9988

2.27916Ε-09 1.26903Ε-07 1.00000Ε-07 -7.0000
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ΝIΟΗ+1 2.10599Ε-10 1.17261Ε-08 9.23842Ε-09 -8.0344

FE+2 6.13590Ε-12 3.41644Ε-10 1.31278Ε-10 -9.8818

FEOH+1 4.72178Ε-12 2.62907Ε-10 2.07132Ε-10 -9.6838

03 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.0474Ε-113 -112.6888

HCL02 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.02675Ε-87 -86.9885

ΗCLΟ 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.84935Ε-45 -44.5453

Η202 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.35574Ε-46 -45.4742

HCR02 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 4.47228Ε-13 -12.3495

Η2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.91876Ε-18 -17.2278

HCR04-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.83517Ε-35 -34.4162

FEOH+2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 9.26752Ε-19 -18.0330

Η02-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 7.10153Ε-51 -50.1486

FE03H3-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.76819Ε-51 -50.7525

FECL+2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.94449Ε-23 -22.5310

FE202H2+4 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 3.71177Ε-35 -34.4304

FE+3 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.53750Ε-23 -22.8132

02 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.17223Ε-58 -57.6631

CROH+2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.06585Ε-13 -12.2953

CR04-2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.26903Ε-34 -33.8965

CR02-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.00946Ε-15 -14.6969

CRO+1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 9.79571Ε-12 -11.0090

CR207-2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.34416Ε-68 -67.2721

CR+3 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 4.60120Ε-16 -15.3371

CR+2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 2.20654Ε-23 -22.6563

CL04-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 5.5717Ε-133 -132.2540

CL03-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.0705Ε-105 -104.9704

CL02-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.07460Ε-82 -81.9688

CL02 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 1.1652Ε-100 -99.9336

CLO-1 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 6.17706Ε-46 -45.2092

CL2 1.00000Ε-12 Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ 4.04171Ε-50 -49.3934

Solution Propertie5: ρΗ = 7.0000 Eh = -0.0000 ν 1= 0.0856

pe = -0.0000 Ah = -0.0000 kJ m* = 0.1712

Aw = 0.9966 05 = 1.1033 pKw = 13.9973

At1= 1.0000Ε-12 At2= 1.2745Ε-07 (equiv_moljkg_H20)
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Min: -32.22994 Maχ: Ο Inc: 0.5

Μίη: -150000 Maχ: 200000 Inc: 5000

ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ#l Status ENTERED Driving force Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Moles 2.6376Ε-02,Mass 8.4242Ε-01, Volume fraction Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Mole fractions:

ΖΕ 1.20000Ε+00 FE 4.00000Ε-01 CL Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ ΝΙ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Η20 6.00000Ε-01 CR Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ ΝΑ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Η+1-1.20000Ε+00

NIFE204#1 Status ENTERED Driving force Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Moles 9.4497Ε-03,Mass 3.1640Ε-01, Volume fraction Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Mole fractions:

ΖΕ 1.14286Ε+00 FE 2.85714Ε-01 CR Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ CL Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Η20 5.71429Ε-01 ΝΙ 1.42857Ε-01 ΝΑ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Η+1-1.14286Ε+00

CR203#1 Status ENTERED Driving force Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Moles 8.6546Ε-03,Mass 2.6308Ε-01, Volume fraction Ο.ΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Mole fractions:

ΖΕ 1.20000Ε+00 CR 4.00000Ε-01 CL Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ ΝΙ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ

Η20 6.00000Ε-01 FE Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ ΝΑ Ο.ΟΟΟΟΟΕ+ΟΟ Η+1-1.20000Ε+00

POLY_3:sh b n π(*)

Β=1005.9468

Ν=55.697645

Ν(Η20)=55.508435, Ν(Η+1)=-5.2836909Ε-2, N(lE)=5.2863107E-2, Ν(ΝΑ)=8.5554Ε-2,

N(CL)=8.5554078E-2, N(FE)=1.3250503E-2, N(CR)=3.4618286E-3,

Ν(ΝI)=1.3630942Ε-3

ΡΟΙ Υ_3: s-a-v 1Inacr(H+1) -32.22994 00.5

ΡΟΙΥ_3: s-a-v 2 mur(Ze) -150000200000 5000

ΡΟΙΥ_3: I-a-v

Aχis Νο 1: LNACR(H+1)

Aχis Νο 2: MUR(lE)

POLY_3: add 2

ΡΟΙΥ_3: add -2

ΡΟΙΥ_3: li-in-eq

Νο 1 +2 Ρ=100000, Τ=298.15, Β(Η20)=1000., Ν(ΝΑ)=8.5554Ε-2,

N(CL)=8.5554078E-2, N(FE)=1.3250503E-2, N(CR)=3.4618286E-3,

Ν(ΝI)=1.3630942Ε-3, LNACR(H+1)=-16.118096, MUR(lE)=-4.4035374E-12

Νο 2 -2 Ρ=100000, Τ=298.15, Β(Η20)=1000., Ν(ΝΑ)=8.5554Ε-2,

N(CL)=8.5554078E-2, N(FE)=1.32S0503E-2, N(CR)=3.4618286E-3,
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38 equiIibria

Ν(ΝI)=1.3630942Ε-3,LNACR(H+l)=-16.1l8096, MUR(ZE)=-4.4035374E-12

ΡΟΙΥ_3: ΜΑΡ

Version S mapping is selected

INITIATED WORKSPACES ΟΝ FILE C:\Users\Anna\Documents\RESULT_002.POLY3

Organizing start points

Using ADDED start equilibria

Tie-lines not ίη the plane of caicuiation

Generating start point 1

Generating start point 2

Generating start point 3

Generating start point 4

Phase region boundarγ 1 at: -1.612Ε+01 5.889Ε+Ο4

AQUEOUS#l

** CR203#1

ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ#l

NIFE204#1

Calculated.. 34 equίlibria

Terminating at axis Iimit.

Phase region boundarγ 2 at: -3.223Ε+Οl-8.162Ε+Ο3

AQUEOUS#l

** CR203#1

ΗΕΜΑΤιΤΕ#l

NIFE204#1

Calculated.

Phase region boundarγ 87 at: -1.612E+Ol-1.748E+03

AQUEOUS#l

CR203#1
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** FECR204#1

ΗΕΜΑΤIΤΕ#l

NIFE204#1

Calculated. 6 equίlibria

Terminating at known equilibrium

*** BUFFER SAVED ΟΝ FILE: C:\Users\Anna\Documents\RESULT_002.POLY3

CPU time for mapping 227 seconds

ΡΟΙΥ_3: post

ΡΟΙΥ-3 POSTPROCESSOR VERSION 3.2

Setting automatic diagram axes

POST: I-sym

DEFINED CONSTANTS

AH20=55.s08435, RNF=96485.309, ZERO=O

DEFINED FUNCΤIONS ΑΝΟ VARIABLES%

EH=MUR(ZE)/RNF

ΡΗ=- ΙOG10(ACR(H+1) )

ΤΕΜΡ_C=T-273.15

POST: s-d-a χ ρΗ

POST: s-a-text χ π ρΗ

POST: 5-5-5 χ Π Ο 14

POST: s-d-a Υ Eh

POST: s-a-text Υ π Eh (V)

POST: s-s-s Υ π -1.0 1.5

POST: s-I-c e

POST: s-foπt ι .32

POST: s-t-m-s Υ

POST: s-title 304Ι staiπlesssteel (Fe-18Cr-8Ni Μ%) ίπ H20-5%NaCI System (1=25 C)

POST: ρlιιι

The composition set AQUEOUS#3 created from the store file
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304L stainless steel (Fe-18Cr-8Ni wt%) Ιn H20-5%NaCI System (Τ=25 C)
2016.02.09.13.25.41
ΡΑΟ2: Η20. Η'1, lE. ΝΑ CL. FE, CR, ΝΙ

Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=298.15, Β(Η20)=1 000., Ν(ΝΑ)=8.5554Ε-2. N(CL)=8.55541 Ε·2, N(FE)=1.32505E-2. N(CR)=3.461 83Ε-3, Ν(ΝI)=1.36309Ε-3

1.5

1:CR203.1

2:NFE2004.1

3:tι1AGNεTITEI1

4:GASl1

5:FCC_A1'1

1.0 6:ΗΑΙΙΤΕI1

7: tt:tΛΑ ΤΙΤΕι1

B:FECR204'1

7

0.5

~
s:.
W

0.0

-0.5

14.012.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0

-1.0 '-- --1

Α 0.0

Fig 78: 304L stainless steel in 1 Kg H20-5%NaCl (Τ=25 °C)
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304Ι stainless steel (Fe-18Cr-8Ni wt%) ίη H20-5%NaCI System (Τ=60 C)
2016.02.09.14.17.20
ΡΑΟ2: Η20, Η.1, ΖΕ, ΝΑ, CL, FE, CR, ΝΙ
Ρ=1 Ε5, Τ=333.15, Β(Η20)=1 000.. Ν(ΝΑΙ=θ.5554Ε·2, N(CL)=B.55541 Ε·2, N(FE)=1.32505E-2, N(CR)=3.461 θ2Ε·3, Ν(ΝI)=I.36309Ε-3

1.5r-------------------------ι:=====:::;)

~
.s::
W

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

.8
I:CR203'1
2:NlFE204'1
3:MAGNETITE'1
4:0Α5.ι1

5:fCC_AI'1
6:ΗΕΜΑΤΙΤΕιI

7:FECR204'1
8:ΗΑΙIΤΕΙΙ

14.012.010.06.0 8.0

ρΗ

4.02.0
-1.0I--------------------------------~

Α 0.0

Fig 79: 304L stain/ess stee/ in 1 Kg Η20-5%NaCl (Τ=60 °C)
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304L stainless steel (Fe-18Cr-8Ni wt%) ίη H20-5%NaCI System (Τ=90 C)
~016 ο: 09 1437:0
PAO~ Η:Ο. Η+1. lE. Ι ΙΑ, c.L. FE. C,R, ΝΙ
Ρ=1 Ε5. Τ=363 15, Β(Η:Ο)=1 000. Ν(ΝΑ)=8 5554Ε·:,N(CL)=8 55541 Ε·:. N(FE)=1 3:505Ε·:. N(CRj=3 4618~E·3. rI(ΝI)=1 36309Ε·3

Ι 5'---------------------------;:::=====::;"]
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